1. Aab, Anna. 

2. Aab, Anna. 

3. Aab, Anna. 
Writing the general analysis. New York, Analysts’ Publisher, Inc., 1964. (Clasp spine, not paginated, gift of Dorothy Hodos).


5. Adams, J. A., pseudonym “Grapho” 

6. Adams, Veloy O. 
How to do it guide for Newspaper, Radio, Television plus other helps and ideas for the Grapho Analyst, Pocatello, Idaho: Adams, 1963. (3 hole cover, variously paginated.)

7. Adler, Alfred. 


9. Amend, Karen Kristin and Mary Stansbury Ruiz. 

10. Amend, Karen Kristin and Mary Stansbury Ruiz. 
Achieving compatibility with HW A. V.2: Understanding your sexual relationships. Drawings


AHAF Conference 1999. Writing with Attitude. Denver, Colorado. (3 ring binder, variously paged.)

American Handwriting Analysis Foundation.
AAHA/AHAF Conference, SEE: AAHA.


Digest of handwriting analysts workshop. Montgomery Hotel, San Jose, CA, May 21-22, 1960. (Plastic spine, not paginated, gift of Patricia Williams. Copy 2, 3-hole cover, gift of Dorothy Hodos.)

July 1978.
27. 1978-1988. (All three together in 3-hole cover.)

Guidelines for research. San Jose, CA, The Foundation, 1982. (6 sheets, plastic clamp spine. 3 copies, one gift of Robyn Smith.) Duplicates circulate.


#30. American Handwriting Analysis Foundation.


#32. American Handwriting Analysis Foundation.
National Institute of Health MEDLARS II search report on agraphia, handwriting and spine. 3 copies, one gift of Robyn Smith.) #Duplicates circulate.

#33. American Handwriting Analysis Foundation.

#34. American Handwriting Analysis Foundation. Recommended reading dossier; a guide to English and foreign language publications in graphology and related areas. Limited first ed. San Jose, CA, AHAF, 1984. (Clasp binding, 24 p., number 18 of 60 copies.)


41. 42. American Handwriting Analysis Foundation Santa Clara, CA 198? Convention Six methodologies. (3-hole cover, variously paginated. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.) Contents:
Anonymous sample of writing.
Cole. Psychogram.
King. Psychogram.
Allbright. Wittlich diagram.
IGAS method.
New School of Social Research. Gestalt based on Klara Roman.
Mendel's method of handwriting analysis. A summary. -


45. American Psychological Association - 1927 -1966 Graphological Abstracts; excerpts


49. Anthony, Daniel S. The graphological psychogram - psychological meaning of its sectors and symbolic interpretation of its graphic indicators. The Author, n.d. (Stapled into manila folder, not paginated.)


55. Ave-Lallemant, Ursula. The star-wave-test; with 103 figures. Munich, Germany, Studienkreis Ausdruckswissenschaft,
1984. (PB, 192 p., signed by author, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

56. Aylesworth, Thomas G.

57. Backman, Robert E., comp.
American penmanship from its British antecedents into the mid-1940's. Greenfield, MA, HARL, 1984. (PB, not paginated, gift of HARL.)

58. Backman, Robert E.


60. Backman, Robert E.

61. Backman, Robert E.

62. Backman, Robert E.
Crepieux-Jamin's theory of resultants, the source of Bunker's evaluation. A presentation.... Greenfield, MA, HARL, 1995. (3-hole cover, not paginated, gift of HARL. Two copies.)

63. Backman, Robert E.
The Dunn Tutorial: Historical Approach to the Evolution of Graphology. Passaic, New Jersey, Handwriting Analysis Research Library, 1965. (3 hole cover, non-paginated.)

64. Backman, Robert E.
Graphodynamics: (alphabetized topics) excerpts from correspondence, lesson plans, notes, note cards, papers, research outlines, studies, study outlines, working papers, etc., of Robert E. Backman, from 1946 through 1985. Alphabetically arranged by subjects or topics. Green, MA, HARL, August 1991. (3-hole cover, not paginated.)

65. Backman, Robert E.
Graphology: a preliminary bibliography. The author, Northfield, Mass. 1970. (3 hole cover, non-paginated, gift of HARL.)

66. Backman, Robert E.

Indexing the PSYCHOLOGICAL INDEX. Passaic, NJ, HARL, 1969. (3-hole cover, not paginated, gift of HARL.)

68. Backman, Robert E.

#69. Backman, Robert E., comp.

#70. Backman, Robert E.

71. Backman, Robert E.

72. Backman, Robert E.

73. Backman, Robert E., comp.
Reproductions of graphological newspaper columns. Northfield, MA, HARL, 1970. (3-hole cover, not paginated, gift of HARL.)

74. Backman, Robert E., comp.
Shakespeare and handwriting; some hints found in his works concerning handwriting interpretation and examination. Greenfield, MA, HARL, 1996. (Manila folder, 23 p., gift of the Author)

75. Backman, Robert E.
Slant measurement. Clinton, NY, The Author, 1947. (Stapled in manila folder, 6 p., gift of author.)

76. Backman, Robert E., compiler.

77. Backman, Robert E.
Stroke recognition training; instructor's guide for class training. New Hartford, NY, The Author,

78. Backman, Robert E.
Yardstick; a Britannica exercise. A working paper.... Greenfield, MA, HARL, 1998. (3-hole cover, not paginated, gift of HARL.)

79. Bagger, Eugene S.

[Bailey, Prentiss. SEE: John Rexford (pseudonym).]


81. Baldi, Camillo.
Trattato come da una lettera missiva si conoscano la natura, e qualita dello scrittore. Italian Authorized copy of 1625 material. (27 p., gift of Milt Moore) [NOTE BY BACKMAN: Bertha Brown gave this to Milt. Bob Backman personally gave it to Bertha Brown.]

82. Baldi, Camillo.
Trattato come da una lettera missiva si connoscano la natura, equalita dello scrittore. Gio. Batt. Bidelli, 1625. (3-hole cover, 55 p., gift of HARL.) [NOTE BY BACKMAN: This is the 1625 printing of Baldi’s 1622 printing. The title page has been enlarged 65%.

83. Bandler, Richard and John Grinder.
Frogs into princes; neuro-linguistic programming. Edited by John O. Stevens. Moab, UT, Real People Pr., 1979. (PB, 194 p.)

84. Barrett, John and David Iredale.

85. Barsley, Michael.

86. Battan, David.
87. Baughan, Rosa.  

88. Baxter, Jo.  
Style evaluation. No publication data. (Plastic slip spine, 15 p. Copy 2.)

89. Beauchataud, Gabrielle translated by Alex Tulloch  

90. Becker, Father Anthony.  

91. Beesing, Maria; Robert Nogosek, Patrick O’Leary.  

92. Benham’s, William G.  
How to choose vocations from the hand. The essential guide for discovering your occupational personality. Newcastle Publishing 1995. (PB 336 p.)

93. Bergen, Jane D.  

94. Bergen, Jane D.  

95. Bergen, Jane D.  

96. Bernard, Marie.  

97. Bernard, Marie.  
How to make a handwriting analysis the European way. New York, The Author, no date. (Plastic spine, various paginated, gift of Patricia Williams.)

98. Bernard, Marie.  
Pophal’s handwriting brain writing. New York, The Author, 1985. (3-hole cover, 45 p., gift of

100. Bernard, Marie.
Tree Drawings - binder

Games people play; the psychology of human relationships. New York, Grove Pr., 1964. (PB, 192 p.)

102. Betz, Marie.

103. Betz, Marie.
The tree and thee; self-analysis through tree drawings. Southfield, MI, Handwriting Resources, 1994. (Clasp binder, 165 p., gift of Author.)

104. Betz, Marie.

105. Bevacqua, Julia.

106. Beyerstein, Barry L. and Dale F., eds.
The write stuff; evaluations of graphology, the study of handwriting analysis. NY, Prometheus Books, 1992. (PB, 515 p., 2 copies, gifts of Jacqueline Joseph.)

107. Bishoff, Clyde T.


109. Blakeslee, Thomas R.
The right brain; a new understanding of the unconscious mind and its creative powers. New York, Berkley Books, 1983. (PB, 276 p., gift of Pat Williams.)

110. Blount, Bessie.
Medical graphology. Cedar Rapids, IA, Robert J. Larson, 1968. (Stapled, 30 p. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

111. Boatwright, Deborah E.

112. Bolander, Karen.


114. Bones, Edward.

Glossary: graphoanalysts look and observe samples of script and that reveals you! Upstate New York graphoanaylsts, 1976. (3 hole cover, 50 p.)

116. Booth, Mary H.
How to Read Character in Handwriting. Sun Publishing Company. Copyright 1992 (PB, 72 p.)

117. Borup, Mel.
Color and Personality Evaluation for the Handwriting Analyst. No publication data. (3 hole cover, not paginated.)

118. Bowers, Ellen.

119. Bradford, Ralph.
The Bradford system. A simplified method of classifying and filing; Searching and identifying "check writers" of NSF checks, no account checks, and forged fictitious checks. (3-ring, 57 p., gift of Linda Larson)

#120. Bradley, Andrew.
Training course in forensic document examination designed for the investigator and student document examiner. The Author, 1986. Non-circulating. (3-ring binder, variously paged, gift of Linda Larson.) (Copy 2, gift of Pat Williams)
121. Bradley, Nigel, editor

122. Bradley, Nigel.
100 Studies in Handwriting and Related Topics. Conceived and compiled by Nigel Bradley, 1989. (PB, 118 p.)

123. Bradley, Nigel.

124. Bradley, Nigel.

125. Branden, Nathaniel.

126. Brannon, Alleen F.

127. Branston, Barry.

128. Branston, Barry.

129. Bressard, Suzanne.
Handwriting: Man's imprint. (Graphology, a psychological method of exploration. Translated from the French by Edward O'Neill.) No publication data. (3-hole cover, 214 p., Copy two, gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

130. Bressard, Suzanne.
The psychological meaning of movement. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (3-hole cover, 18 p., copy two, gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

131. British Institute of Graphologists.
Bradley.  (PB, 205 p., gift of Hooper Williams)


133. British Institute of Graphologists.

134. British Institute of Graphologists.
3rd British symposium on graphological research, 9th, 10th, 11th August 1991.  Kings College, Cambridge University, Organized by the Institute.  [The program.]  (Plastic spine, 30 p., gift of Patricia Williams.)


137. Brook, Lyn.


139. Brown, Bertha.

140. Brown, Bertha.
Elementary Handwriting Analysis.  Eight Lessons.  Copyright March 1964.  (3-hole cover, inscribed by author, not paginated.)

141. Brown, Bertha.

142. Bruce, Ruth R.

143. Brush, Loyal V.

Brush, Loyal V.
Papers bound together:
149. The significance of speed in writing; a clue to mental alacrity and spontaneity. From "Handwriting analyst's handbook." Overland Park, KS, The Author, 1986. (8 p.)

151. Bryden, Mary Lynn.
Basics for the questioned document examiner. Dallas, TX, Institute of Graphological Science, 1985. (Plastic spine, 103 p., gift of Nancy Zon.)

152. Bryden, Mary Lynn.
Codependency factors in handwriting. Executive director, TIGS. The author, the Institute of Graphological Science. Dallas, TX. 1988 (Plastic spine, 27 p.)

153. Bryden, Mary Lynn.
Fears and defenses found in handwriting. Dallas, TX, The Institute of Graphological Science, 1986. (PB, 31 p.)

154. Bryden, Mary Lynn.
Introduction to QDE. Dallas, TX, Institute of Graphological Science, no date. (Plastic spine, 30 p., gift of Nancy Zon. Samples in envelope taped to back cover.)

155. Bryden, Mary Lynn.
Interpersonal Relationships - compatibility and incompatibility. Dallas, Tx Institute of Graphological Science. 21 p., stapled.

156. Bryden, Mary Lynn.
The K-1 technique (Self improvement for students). Dallas, TX, TIGS, 1980. (PB, 18 p.)

Positive aspects of fears and defenses. Dallas, TX, The Institute of Graphological Science. (Plastic spine, 27 p.)

158. Bryden, Mary Lynn.
Relationship compatibility business - personal. The author, n.p. (3-hole cover, 21 p. Copy 2.)

#159. Bryden, Mary Lynn.
Six weeks introductory course; basic graphology. Dallas, TX, Institute of Graphological Science, n.d. (Lose pamphlets and papers in pocket folder. Non-circulating.)

The validity of the Herrmann brain dominance instrument. (3-hole cover, Appendix from book: -?--. Pages 337-79.)

161. Bunker, M. N.
Eight basic steps to graphoanalysis.... Chicago, IGAS, 1968, 1969. (10 complete pamphlets and "Review questions" in pocket folder. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

162. Bunker, M. N.
8 E-Z steps to graphoanalysis. Springfield, MO, IGAS, (8 pamphlets and "Examination sheets" in pocket folder. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

#Bunker, M. N.
Graduate course in graphoanalysis. In three-hole covers.
163. Graduate lesson four. (38 p.)
164. Graduate lesson six. (30 p.)
165. Graduate lesson seven. (30 p.)
166. Graduate lesson eleven. (47 p.)

167. Bunker, M. N.

168. Bunker, M.N.

169. Bunker, M. N.

170. Bunker, M. N.
Graphoanalysis lectures. 1953. (HB, not paginated, gift of Charlie Cole)
171. Bunker, M.N.

172. Bunker, M. N.
Handwriting analysis, an objective study. By David Ord, pseud. NY, Philosophical Library, 1959. (HB, 54 p., rare item. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.) NOTE: This book deserves great caution, because the author is touting himself and his own commercial system while pretending to be a total stranger. (Copy 2, gift of HARL, 3-hole cover, circulates. Copy 3 gift of Dorth Hodos.)

173. Bunker, M. N.

174. Bunker, M. N.

175. Bunker, M. N.

176. Bunker, M. N.
So you want to get married. Springfield, MO, IGAS, 1953. (Pam, 79 p., In Memoriam Geri Stuparich. Copy 2, gift of HARL.)

177. Bunker, Milton [AKA Fredrick St. John]
Sex and Love - As it is Written - 1937


179. Burns, Robert C.
Family-centered circle drawings. New York, Brunner/Mazel, Inc. 1990. (HB, 198 p., gift of Sister June Canoles.)


Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

182. Cahoon, Herbert, Thomas V. Lange, and Charles Ryskamp.  


184. Callery, Sean.  
(PB, 96 p. Gift of HARL.)

185. Callis, Lucia.  

186. Callis, Lucia.  
Traits commonly found in the writing of drug addicts. Used in human value criteria by Charlie Cole. (3-hole cover, not paginated, gift of Jean Hartman)

187. Cameron, Ellen.  


189. Canoles, June & Harriet Dow.  
Building your case.... Cupertino, CA, Insyte, Inc., no date. (Plastic spine, 10 p., gift of Patricia Williams.)

190. Canoles, June & Harriet Dow.  
Business and Marketing Tips from the Insyte, Inc. Correspondence Challenge Course, 1999.  
(Plastic spine, 18 p.)

191. Canoles, June & Harriet Dow.  
Checkpoints for integrity, the Authors, Cupertino, CA, Insyte, Inc., no date , 14 loose papers to folder. Gift of Jacquiline Joseph.

192. Canoles, June & Harriet Dow.  
Connections - The bridge to others. San Jose, CA, Insyte, 1985.)

193. Canoles, June & Cathy Williams.  
194. Canoles, June & Harriet Dow.


196. Canoles, June and Harriet T. Dow.
Sensitiveness Anxiety Stress. Insyte Inc. Cupertino, CA (Plastic spine, 17 p.)
Copy 2, gift of Jacqueline Joseph.

197. Canoles, June and Harriet T. Dow.


199. Capacchione, Lucia.

200. Carroll, Lewis.

201. Casewit, Curtis W.

Graphology & Personality Disorders. No Publication data. (Plastic spine, non-paginated.)

203. Chetwynd, Tom.

204. Chimera, Mary Ann.

205. Chouinard, Carroll.
An introduction to professional handwriting analysis. Lombard, IL, The Author, 1963. (3-hole cover, 125 p., gift of HARL.)
206. Claigh, Roberleigh H.

207. Clayton, Diannalyn.

208. Ciancio, Louis P.

209. Clark, Albert W.
Public school penmanship; a handbook for teachers. Boston, Gino & Co., 1909. (HB, 166 p., rare item, from HARL.)


Cole, Charlie.
Sixteen items bound together in 3-hole cover.


212. Analysis Writing Clinic. (non paginated.)

213. Analyzing the handwriting on envelopes. Special lecture #16, HAWU. The author, 1982. (5 p., gift of Juanita Burke)


215. Are you a tiger? A game. (5 p.)


218. Criteria; special. Contents: The why and wherefore of criteria reports (p. ii to 18-m); Interpretations of the personal evaluation and vocational criteria (p.20-P to 42-P); Worksheets, samples (not paginated). The Author, 1965, 1968, 1975. (Gifts of Jo Ann Tripp. Same title, 2 vols. of disparate materials; In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)


220. The graphologist looks at copy book. No publication data. (3-hole cover, 15 p.)

221. The graphologist and questioned documents. Copy 2. Lecture 10. (18 p.)

222. H.A.W.U. Special lecture - The ballpoint pen. (14 p. + illus.)

223. H.A.W.U. Special lecture - The graphologist looks at figures. (12 p.)
224. Cole, Charlie
Criteria - self published (no information) Three ring binder

225. H.A.W.U. Workbook Appendix - Self knowledge through Handwriting (36 p.) (Copy 2, gift of Linda Larson.)
226. Handwriting Analysis Workshop Unlimited - How to analyze printing. Special lecture #5. 1965. (9 p.)


Cole, Charlie.
Fifteen items bound together in 3-hole cover.
228. Handwriting Analysis Workshop Unlimited - Honesty and dishonesty. (9 p.)
229. Handwriting Analysis Workshop Unlimited - Glossary - 2 copies (19 p.)
230. Handwriting Analysis Workshop Unlimited - How to analyze printing. (9 p. + illus.) See the Pinting Binder Collection.
231. Handwriting Analysis Workshop Unlimited - How to determine IQ from handwriting. (20 p. + illus.)
232. Handwriting Analysis Workshop Unlimited - The importance of middle zone height. (4 p.)
234. Handwriting Analysis Workshop Unlimited - A management panel of usable facts about a tested personnel selection tool transcribed from a tape of the presentation made to the sales and marketing executives of Santa Clara County at Villa Felice. April 28, 1964. (stapled, non paginated.)
236. Handwriting Analysis Workshop Unlimited - What handwriting tells us about sex. (26 p.)
238. Secrets only your handwriting portrays. Campbell, CA. The Author, 1970. (3 hole cover, 52 p.)
239. Self Worth and maturity criteria. (one leaf.)
240. Semantic workshop. (Variously paginated.)
242. Usable facts about graphology; things known to be true. Campbell, CA, The Compiler, n.d. (Stapled, variously paged, 2 copies. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)
243. Your X. Copy 2. (15 p.)

244. Cole, Charlie.
(3 hole cover, 207 p.)

Non-circulating. (3-hole cover, variously paginated. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

247. Cole, Ethel Flack.


249. Cole, Rita.
Again the capital I (PPI). (7 p., gift of Jo Ann Tripp)

250. Cole, Rita L.
Imagination. Wayland, NY, Educational Supplements Growing Awareness, 1981. (3-hole cover, 29 p., In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

251. Cole, Rita L. and Edward M. Bones.
An introduction to forensic handwriting examination and identification. (3-ring, 149 p., gift of Linda Larson)

Think yourself to the riches of life. Chicago, Contemporary Books, 1992. (HB, 166 p., gift of HARL.)

253. Contento, Renee E.
Graphology. The Luscher Color Test, a correlation. No publication data. (3 hole punch, non-paginated.)

254. Contents and index to various titles in graphology. (3-ring binder. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

255. Conway, Anne Silver.
How to Know Everything about Anyone through Handwriting. Sterling Publishing Co., Inc. New York, 1987. 2 copies (HB, 223 p., one copy-gift from Dorth Hodos.)

256. Conway, Anne Silver.
257. Conway, James V. P.

258. Cook, Phyllis.

259. Corman, Louis.
The scribble test and the ego's reaction formations. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (21 p.)

260. Cottrell, Marian.
Introduction to Handwriting Psychology. The author, 1983. (Plastic spine, 93 p.)

261. Cottrell, Marian.
Understanding adolescents through their handwriting. No publication data. (3-hole cover, 38 p. In memoriam Geri Stuparich. Copy 2.)

262. Coulmas, Florian.

263. Coulmas, Florian.


265. Craw, Irina.

266. Craze, Richard.

ABC de la Graphologie. Copyright by Presses Universitaires de France, 1930. In French. (HB, 666 p.)

268. Crepieux - Jamin, J.

269. Crepieux-Jamin, Jules.
A monograph on uneven writing. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. No publication data. (2 copies, 31 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh)


271. Cursive Styles Taught in the U.S, from 1800 to the present.


277. de Bose, Catherine. Rhythm in Professor Heiss' system. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (17 p.)


281. Deindorfer, Scott. Dear Scott - Favorite sayings and personal advice from the famous - to Scott Deindorfer, age 10.
282. Delamain, M. T.  
Perspective and the relativity of speed. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (16 p.) 2 copies.

283. Delmar, Betty Semler.  
Dr. Bernhard Wittlich's graphological character diagram simplified. No place, The Author, 1981. (Stapled, 72 p. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

284. Delmar, Betty Semler.  
Graphological body language. No publication data. (Stapled into manila folder, 5 p. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)


286. de Monchy, Maresi.  


289. de Sainte Colombe, Paul.  
Graphotherapeutics; pen and pencil therapy. Hollywood, CA, Laurida Books, 1966. (Copy 3: Signed presentation copy, non-circulating. Copies 1 & 2: PB, 328 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh and HARL. Copy 4, signed presentation copy, non-circulating, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich; as is copy 5 also with Kathi’s signature, gift of Lucia Callis.)

290. De Salamanca, Don Felix, pseud.  

291. Desenclos, Hubert.  
292. Desenclos, Hubert.

293. De Surany, Marguerite.

Disturbed Ego Development - Its Manifestations in Handwriting. The author, August 1979. (3-hole cover, non-paginated.)

Early childhood disturbances. Stuttgart, Germany The Author, n.d. (Stapled into manila cover. In memoriam Geri Stuparich. Copy 2, in memoriam Alexa Morrill.)

296. de Vars, Emilie.
An outline of Abbe Michon's graphological system. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (15 p.)

297. De Yonker, John F.
The handwriting analyst's companion. Published by Clara J. DeYonker, Michigan, 1968. (Copy 1 - HB, Copy 2 - 3-hole cover, 129 p. In memoriam Geri Stuparich. Copy 2)

298. The Diagram Group.

299. Di Leo, M.D., Joseph.

300. Dileo, Virginia Errera.
Exposing Drug Addiction in the Handwriting of Adolescents and Young Adults. Published by Character Profile, Inc. New York. 1992. (Plastic spine, 89 p.)

301. Dines, Jess E.
Choose the Right Mate, Lover or Friend through Handwriting. Pantex International Ltd. 1992. (PB, 203 p.)

302. Dines, Jess, E.

303. Dines, Jess E.
304. Dinklage, Helen.

305. Donnelly, Ignatius.
Atlantis: The Antediluvian World. Gramercy Publishing company, New York, 1882. (Stapled into manila folder, variously paginated.)

306. Dosch, Esther

307. Downey, June E.
Graphology and the psychology of handwriting. (Photocopy of book, without title page or publication data. 138 p.)

308. Downey, June E.
On the reading and writing of mirror-script. (Unidentified journal article, p.408-441.)

309. Downey, June
“Preliminary study of family resemblances in hw”
“Variational factors in writing”
“Automatic writing”
“Right & left handwriting”
“Types of dextraility and their interpretations”

310. Downing, Lester N

311. Dresbold, Michelle.
Sex, Lies, and Handwriting - A top expert reveals the secrets hidden in your handwriting. Free Press, NY; 2006. (HB, 282p.)

312. Dudink, Frederick G.

313. Dunn, Lloyd.
[see Institute of Graphology]

314. Duparchy-Jeannez, M.
315. Eager, Fred.

316. East, Beverley.

317. Edwards, Betty.

318. Ellison, Odile.
Les ecritures Anglo-Saxonnes. No place, GGCF, 1985. (PB, 39 p.)

319. Emahmn.
How to Develop You Right Brain Through TATWAS. Omaha, NB (1985). Cards, in an envelope

320. Engel, Joel.

321. Engel, Peter H.

322. Engler, Jack and Daniel Goleman.

323. Erne, David, and Meredith Seinberg

324. Ernst, Janet.

325. European Society of Handwriting Psychology.

326. Evans, Richard I.
327. Faber, Adele and Elaine Mazlish. 

328. Fagnell. 
Handwriting of criminals - no information

329. Faideau, Pierre. 
Displaced pressure. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (14 p.)

Relief in handwriting. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (21 p.)

331. Fairbank, Alfred. 

332. Falcon, Hal. 

333. Farmer, Jeanette and Judith Housley. 

334. Farmer, Jeanette. 

335. Farmer, Jeanette. 
The graphic motor response test. (4 p., gift of Linda Larson.)

336. Farmer, Jeanette (Certified Remediation Specialist). 
“Handwriting and the Boundries of the Mind as Seen Through the Lens of Brain Dominance.” (A pre conference seminar, August 4, 1999, AHAF-AAHA Joint Conference). Self published Monograph with plastic spine, 30 pages

337. Farmer, Jeanette. 
Handwriting and brain dominance research grant proposal; material submitted to AHAF Board of Directors. (Envelope; archival, non-circulating.)

338. Farmer, Jeanette. 
A historical perspective on the development of graphology in America. Bound together with above item. (4 p., gift of Linda Larson.)

339. Farmer, Jeanette.
Measuring the Psycho-Motor Impulses in Handwriting to Identify the Thinking and Emotional Styles in the Brain’s Four Quadrants. No publication data. (Plastic spine, 27p.)

340. Farmer, Jeanette (Certified Handwriting Movement Specialist)

341. Forsloff, Carol.

342. French, William Lester.

343. Freud, Sigmund.

344. Freud, Professor, Sigmund.

345. Friedenhain, Paula.

346. Friedman, Meyer and Ray H. Rosenman.
Type A behavior and your heart. Greenwich, CT, Fawcett Publications, 1974. (PB, 319 p.)

347. Frith, Henry.
How to read character in Handwriting; or The grammar of graphology described and illustrated with numerous autographs.... London, Ward, Lock & Co., Ltd., n.d. (HB, 138 p., gift of Rosemary Arnold. Copy 2, gift of HARL.)

348. Fromme, Allan.

Q349. Froud, Brian.

350. Fry, Edward.

351. Furio, Jennifer.

352. Erikson, Erik, H.


356. Gardner, Warren H.

357. Gay, L. R.
Educational research; competencies for analysis and application. 4th ed. New York, Merrill, 1992. (HB, 645 p., gift of HARL.)

The book of qualities; words and pictures by.... Berkeley, CA, Turquoise Mountain Publications, 1984. (PB, 100 p., gift of Loretta DuBois. Words for traits discussed are written to reflect their qualities.)


360. Getty, Barbara and Inga Dubay.

361. Gille, Jean-Charles.
362. Gille, Jean-Charles.

363. Gille, Jean-Charles.

364. Gille-Maisani, Dr. Jean-Charles

365. Gilliland, Betty J.
Handwriting analysis. (Santa Ana, CA, Franklin Publications, 1977,

366. Gilliland, Betty J.
Creativity; a study of the handwritings, psychograms and drawings of pigs showing enriched and simplified writings. Santa Ana, CA, The Author, n.d. (3-hole cover, 21 p.)

367. Glasser, William.

368. Gladich, Joen, and Paula Sassi.

369. Goldenson, Robert M.

370. Goldsmith, Alice.

371. Goldston, David B.

372. Goleman, Daniel.
Emotional Intelligence - Why it can matter more than IQ. Bantam Books, New York. 1995. (PB, 352p.)

373. Goleman, Daniel

374. Gologie, Ralph V.
A study in symbolism; an empirical foundation of graphology. Hixson, TN, Unique Books,
1973. (PB, 244 p., In Memoriam Geri Stuparich. Copy 2 gift of Dorth Hodos.)

375. Gourde, Tom.

376. Graffiti USA
The Handwriting on the Wall. No Author information. Alexicon Corporation. 1987. (PB, non-paginated.)

“Grapho,” pseudonym of Adams, J. A.

377. Graphique.
Graphology for all; a key to the character reading of handwriting for quick reference.... London, Frank Hollings, 1916. (HB, 64 p., gift of HARL.)

Some effects on handwriting of employment, environment and heredity.... London, L. Ansbacher & Sons, 1931. (HB, 77 p., rare item, gift of HARL. Copy 2, photocopy, gift of HARL, circulating.)

379. Graphique.

380. Grapho
Character reading from handwriting. A simple guide with numerous examples. David McKay Company, Philadelphia. (Plastic spine, 64 p.)

381. Graphology Associates.

382. GRAPHEX - Graphology Exchange.

383. Gray, Henry.

384. Grayson, David.

385. Graziano, Anthony M.
386. Green, Jane Nugent.  
Encouraged/discouraged life styles and encounter/avoidance uses of control. No publication data.  (Stapled into manila folder, 10 p.  In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

387. Green, Jane Nugent.  

388. Green, Jane Nugent.  
The why of the I; background of the male-female symbols within the written self-image. No publication data.  (Stapled into manila folder, 10 p.  In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

389. Green, Jane Nugent and Ethel E. Tigue.  

390. Green, Jane Nugent and Ethel E. Tigue.  

391. Green, Jane Nugent and Ethel E. Tigue.  

392. Greene, James and David Lewis.  

393. Greene, James and David Lewis.  

394. Greenwood, Donald C.  

395. Greenwood, Donald C.  
Signatures. Their examination, analysis, identification.  (3-ring, 25 p., gift of Linda Larson)

396. Griffiths, Renate.  
397. Griffiths, Renate.
Cover title: Graphology; early recollections and the tree test. Inside title: The uses of handwriting analysis, the tree test and early recollections in counseling. The Author, West Vancouver, British Columbia, 1988. (PB, Copy 2, 29 p.)

398. Griffiths, Renate.

399. Griffiths, Renate.
Early Childhood Disturbances Reflected in Handwriting. No publication data. Part I & II. (Plastic spine, 41 p.)

400. Gullan-Whur, Margaret.

401. Gullan-Whur, Margaret.

402. Gullan-Whur, Margaret.

403. American CopyBook.
Guidebook for American Strokes: Issues Educators will pose to Graphoanalysts.

404. Gunn, Janet R.
Medical Indicators in Handwriting. Copyright 1988. The Author. (Plastic spine, 104 p.)

405. Gunn, Janet R.

406. Halfon, Jenny.

407. Hall, Calvin S.

408. Hall, Calvin S. and Gardner Lindzey.
Theories of personality. New York, Wiley & Sons, 1957. (HB, 572 p., In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)
409. Hall, Edward.  

410. Halpern, Hilda.  
The Wartegg drawing test and handwriting.  The Author, 1980.  (3-hole cover, 22 p., gift of Patricia Williams.)

411. Hamilton, Beryl.  
Laughter and humor.  No publication data.  (3-hole cover, not paginated, gift of HARL.)  Cover title:  Graphological, psychological humor.

412. Hamilton, Beryl W.  

413. Hamilton, Charles.  
Great forgers and famous fakes.  The manuscript forgers of America and how they duped the experts.  New York, Crown Publishers, 1980.  (HB, 278 p., gift of Mary Jo Reece.)

The Illustrated Letter.  An extraordinary collection of embellished correspondence by celebrated artists and writers.  (HB, 157 p.)

In Search of Shakespeare:  A Reconnaissance into the Poet’s Life and Handwriting.  Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Publishers, San Diego, New York, no publication date.  (3 hole cover, Xeroxed copy, 271 p., gift of HARL.)


417. Hammer, Emanuel F., PhD.  


419. Hampton-Marcus (Irene).  
How to Analyze Handwriting -A Modernized Correspondence Course in Graphology. Published and Copyrighted by The Hampton-Marcuse Institute of Graphology, New York,1946(?).  15 lessons, not paginated.  Three-ring binder.

420. Hand, Inc.

421. Handwriting Analysis Research Library.

422. Handwriting Analysis Research Library.
Miscellaneous policy papers. (3-hole cover, gift of HARL.)

423. Handwriting Analysis Research Library.
Report, visit and interview. Narrated by Bonnie Lee Nugent. (CD in jewel case, kept in Archives drawer.)

424. Handwriting Consultants Int.
Certification examination for ‘getting control of your life’ a beginning course in behavioral graphology. First section of two sections. North Salt Lake, UT. No publication data. (Plastic spine, 51 p.)

425. Handwriting Reasearch Library of India, Shruti Singh
Basic Course Book 1

Encryption. No publication data. (Plastic spine, not paginated.)

428. Harre, Rom & Roger Lamb, eds.
The dictionary of personality and social psychology. Cambridge, MA, MIT Pr., 1986. (PB, 402 p., gift of HARL.)

429. Harris, Dale B.

430. Harris, Thomas A.

431. Harrison, Phyllis., and Matchan

#432. Harrison, Phyllis.

433. Hartford, Huntington.

Basics to Handwriting analysis. The author, 1969. (3 hole cover, Copy 2, 51 p.)

Higher values of printed Capital letters. The author, 1979. (3 hole cover, copy 2, 14 p.) (See the Printing Binder Collection.)

Secrets your handwriting portrays. 1964. (3-hole cover, variously paged, + Teacher's guide. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

437. Hatfield, Iris Holmes

438. Hatfield, Iris Holmes
A question of honesty as revealed in handwriting. The author, 1987. (Plastic spine, 53 p.) (Copy 2, gift of Sandy Logan) (Copy 3)

439. Hatfield-Holmes, Iris / Catherine Beverly

440. Hawkes, Jacquetta.

441. Hayes, Harry Duane.
A graphological indicator of intuition. Thesis submitted to Faculty of Arts of Carleton Univ. in partial fulfillment of requirements for degree of Bachelor of Arts. Ottawa. Bountiful, UT, Books of Merit, 1968. (3-hole cover, 13 p.)

442. Hayes, Reed C.
Between the lines; understanding yourself and others through handwriting analysis. Rochester, VT, Destiny Books, 1993. (PB, 227 p., copy 2, gift of HARL.)

443. Hayes, Reed, C.
444. Hayes, Reed C. and Mary DeLapp.

445. Hayes, Reed C.

446. Hayes, Reed C.
The Handwriting of Problem Children. Seattle, WA. The Author. No publication data. (Plastic spine, 13 p.)

447. Hayes, Reed C.

448. Hayes, Reed and Kiman Iannetta.
Ideas from the Ink Tank. The authors, Kailua, Hawaii, 1992. (Plastic spine, 60 p.)

449. Hayes, Reed.

450. Hayes, Reed.

451. Haynie, Dorothy et al.
Expanding awareness through graphology. 1974 AHAF Convention, Holiday Inn, San Jose, CA. Comprising: "Awareness through knowledge of a 3R problem," by Ella Heffren; "As seen through the eyes of a teacher," by Edi Von Ibsch; "Awareness from a graphological viewpoint," by Dorothy Haynie. (3-hole cover, not paginated. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

#452. Heal, Jeanne.

453. Hearns, Rudolph S.
Development and interpretation of graphic expressions of children and adolescents. Lecture at AHAF workshop, Nov. 11-13, 1966, Los Gatos, CA. (Stapled into manila folder, 12 p. + illus. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

454. Hearns, Rudolph S.
Gambling; its psychology and expression in handwriting. Campbell, CA, H.A.U., 1971. (Stapled into manila cover, 6 p. + illus. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)
455. Hearns, Rudolph S.
The graphic expression of Carl G. Jung’s and Ernst Kretschmer’s typologies. Santee, CA, Graphology Consultants, n.d. (3-hole cover, copy 2, 7 p. plus illus.)

#456. Hearns, Rudolph S.

457. Hearns, Rudolph S.
Handwriting, an analysis through its symbolism. 2d ed. New York, American Association of Handwriting Analysts, 1973. (Copy 1, HB; copy 2, plastic spine. 171 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh)

458. Hearns, Rudolph S.
The graphic expression of Carl G. Jung’s and Ernest Kretschmer’s typologies. (Plastic spine, 7 p., gift of Peggy Smith.)

459. Hearns, Rudolph S.
The influence of civilization and of the personalities of writers on handwriting and its analysis. (15 p., gift of Eldene Whiting)

460. Hearns, Rudolph S.

461. Hearns, Rudolph S.

462. Henley, Terry Lew.

463. Hepner, Maria.

464. Hepner, Maria.

465. Herrick, Virgil E.

466. Hertz, Herbert.
Graphology. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (3-ring, 112 p., 2 copies, copy 2 gift of Linda Larson)

467. Higgins, Virginia.
Handwriting analysis and the uniform guidelines on employee selection. 1984. (17 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh)

468. Hill, Barbara.
Handwriting analysis as a guide to careers. Sudbury, Suffolk, Neville Spearman Ltd., 1982. Two copies. (One copy is a photocopy, 147 p. In memoriam Geri Stuparich; and a gift of Dorth Hodos.) Hard bound, gift of Sandy Logan

469. Hiring Tools for Hiring Write.

470. Hodos, Dorothy
Form Level (compilation from various authors). No date, not numbered.

471. Hoffman, Eve.
Knowing student's through handwriting analysis. No publication data. (3-hole cover, variously paginated. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

472. Holder, Robert.
Handwriting talk; how handwriting reveals what people are really like. . . . New York, Farnsworth Publishers Co., 1974. 2 copies. (HB, 293 p., In Memoriam Geri Stuparich and a gift from Dorth Hodos.)

473. Holder, Robert.

474. Holder, Robert.

475. Holder, Robert.
You can analyze handwriting. New York, New American Library, 1969. (3 copies; PB, 243 p., gifts of Genevieve Walsh; copy 4, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

476. Hollander, P. Scott.

477. Holmes, Sarah E.
Agraphia and Alzheimer’s disease: The manifestation of Alzheimer’s disease in handwriting. Graduate paper at Boston University. No publication data. (3-hole cover, 14 p., gift of Author.)

478. Holt, Arthur G.

479. Horney, Karen.

480. Horney, Karen.

481. How to Write An Analysis.
Various Authors. No publication data. (3 hole binder, variously paginated.)

482. Howard, Clifford.

Investigate handwriting analysis - traits and psychology (Signed by D. Alexander). Portland, Or., 1981.) (P.B. 135 p., gift of Jacqueline Joseph.)

484. Hughes, Albert E.

485. Hughes, Albert E.

486. Hughes, Albert E.

487. Humez, Alexander & Nicholas
488. HuVista.

489. Hyatt, Carole.
The woman's selling game; how to sell yourself... and anything else. New York, Warner Books, 1979. (PB, 235 p.)

490. Iannetta, Kimon, James F. Craine and Dennis McLaughlin.

491. Iannetta, Kimon.
Forensic profiling cards. Kailua, HI, TrialRun, 2005. (Card set in plastic mesh envelope.)

492. Iannetta, Kimon.

493. Institute of Graphology. (Dunn, Lloyd: Director of Training).
Trip thru the alphabet (lessons V - XXV. Santa Ana, CA, no date.) Variously paginated, three ring binder. (Gift of Ann Mahoney.)

494. Insyte, Inc.

495. International Graphoanalysis Society.
Guidebook for American strokes - issues educators will pose to graphoanalysts. A collection of articles. (Spiral bound, 73 p., gift of Jacqueline Joseph).

496. International Graphoanalysis Society.
An annotated bibliography of studies in handwriting analysis research. Revised 1985 by James Crumbaugh, Ph.D. (Pam, 30 p. gift of Pat Williams.)


Eight Basic Steps to Graphoanalysis. A new insight into how Scientific Handwriting Analysis
reveal personality traits. Chicago, Non-circulating. 1968. (PB, pamphlets)

500. International Graphoanalysis Society
Copies of volumes One, and Two, gift of Jacqueline Joseph.


Copy 2.)


Complete basic course. (3-ring binder, photocopy, variously paginated. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

505. International Graphoanalysis Society

506. International Graphoanalysis Society


Effective trait descriptions in graphoanalysis. Chicago, IGAS, 1971. (3-ring, variously paged. Copy 2, gift of Jacqueline Joseph.)


Fears and Defenses. Chicago, IGAS, 1965. (48 p., gift of Jacqueline Joseph.)


Chicago, Illinois. (PB, 78 p.)

Chicago, Illinois. (PB, 46 p.)

Chicago, Illinois. (PB, 57 p.)

Chicago, Illinois. (PB, 77 p.)

Chicago, Illinois. (PB, 48 p.)

Chicago, Illinois. (PB, 51 p.)

Chicago, Illinois. (PB, 45 p.)

Chicago, Illinois. (PB, 61 p.)
523. International Graphoanalysis Society. # Instruction Dept. 
Graphoanalysis Society, Inc. Chicago, Illinois. (PB, 38 p.)

524. International Graphoanalysis Society. # Instruction Dept. 
Graphoanalysis Society, Inc. Chicago, Illinois. (PB, 59 p.)

Graduate course, lesson 1, and Special lecture. Copyright 1974, Chicago, IGAS. (64 p. Gift of 
Jacqueline Joseph.)

Graduate course, lesson 2, and special lecture. Copyright 1972, IGAS. (37 p. Gift of Jacqueline 
Joseph.)

Graphoanalysis and Counseling Agency. Copyright 1973, by IGAS, Chicago. (90 p. Gift of 
Jacqueline Joseph.)

Graphoanalysis and occupational counseling. Chicago, IGAS, 1977. (3-hole cover, peculiarly paginated.)

Portraits in handwriting. (3-ring, not paginated, gift of Linda Larson. Copy 2, variously paginated; In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

530. International Congress of Graphoanalysts - 1961 
Proceedings, First Internation Congree of GraphoAnalysts, Chicago (1962), PB, 96P.

Professional graphoanalysis. Special lessons. (3-ring binder, variously paginated. In 
Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

Publicity handbook for graphoanalysts. Chicago, IL, IGAS, 1970. (Pam, 23 p.)

Handwriting analysis - the science of determining personality by graphoanalysis. Nelson-Hall, 
Co., Chicago, IL, 1959. (HB, 256 p., Gift of Jacqueline Joseph.)

Telling the Graphoanalysis Story. Chicago, Copyright 1971. (Pam, 39 p. Copy 2 gift of Dorth Hodos.)
Questions & Answers about graphoanalysis. (Pam, 9 p., gift of Jacqueline Joseph)

536. Jackins, Harvey. 
The human side of human beings; the theory of re-evaluation counseling. Seattle, WA, Rational 
Island Publications, 1965. (HB, 102 p., In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

537. Jacobs, Eva R. 
The graphological character diagram by Bernhard Wittlich, translated, re-arranged and supplied 
In Memoriam Geri Stuparich. Copy 2, gift of Patricia Williams.)

538. Jacoby, H. J. 
Analysis of handwriting. An introduction into scientific graphology. London, George Allen and 
gift of Charlotte Leibel; copy 3, HB, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

539. Jacoby, Hans J. 
additional material, psychogram reference and specimen by Charlie Cole. Campbell, CA, 
copy 4, inscribed by Charlie Cole, non-circulating, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

540. Jean, Georges. 
Writing; the story of the alphabets and scripts. Trans. from French by Jenny Oates. New York, 

541. Johnson, Ethel. 
Draw me a tree; what the tree you draw reveals about you. Kansas City, MO, Andrews, McMeel 

542. Johnson, Jean. 
The Bedford guide to the research process. NY, St. Martin's Pr., 1987. (PB, 380 p., gift of 
HARL).


544. Jung, Carl, G. 
Doodles. Notes adapted from Man and his symbols, NY; Dell (Laurel edition, 1968. PB, 37 p., 
plastic cover).

545. Jung, Carl,G. 

547. Jung, Carl G.
Modern man in search of a soul. Translated by W. S. Dell and Cary F. Baynes. New York, Harcourt, Brace & Co., 1933. (PB, 244 p.)

548. Kalchev, Bonnie Rose L. Toomey.
Writing - Paul de Sainte Colombe’s simplified handwriting style. (Paul de Sainte Colombe publications, 1993). Spiral bound, 68 pgs.

549. Kaminsky, Abraham R.

A guide to handwriting analysis; your state of mind and health.... New York, Dell Publishers Co., 1962. (64 p., gift of Lucia Callis. Copy 2, gift of HARL.)

551. Kapit, Wynn and Lawrence M. Elson.

552. Karnes, Edward W.
Graphological and psychometric personality profiles: Validity and Barnum effects. Denver, CO, Metropolitan State College, n.d. (Stapled into a manila folder, not paginated.)

553.# Karohs, Erika M., Ph.D., ED.D.
The analyst's handbook; descriptions of personality traits with many synonyms and descriptions of these synonyms. Vol. 1 and Vol. 2 Pebble Beach, CA, The Author, 1981. (one binder).

Binder 1 #
554.# Karohs, Erika M.
558.# Bernhard Wittlich: Frequency of graphic symbols. n.d. (4 p. Copy 2.)
560.# Constriction in handwriting as related to the self concept. 1987. (23 p. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich. To circulate when singly bound.)
561.# Course outline for personality and handwriting. 1977. (15 p.)
562.# The degrees of "stiffness" (versteifung) in handwriting. 1983. (7 p. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich. To circulate when singly bound. Copy 2.)
563.# A discussion/ interpretation of A. M. Coebbart's "illness in handwriting." N.d. (21 p. In
Memoriam Geri Stuparich. To circulate when singly bound. Copy 2.)
567.# Formulas and measuring guide; supplement to "Height in handwriting." 1964. (18 p. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich. To circulate when singly bound.)
568.# The Freudian psychosexual stages and the Oedipus complex as seen through graphological indicators. A translation/interpretation. (31 p. To circulate when singly bound. Copy 2.)
569.# The graphological meaning of the signature in personnel selection, part 1 and 2. 1963. (10 p. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich. To circulate when singly bound.)
571.# Handwriting analysis lecture: "T's" tell tales on you. 1977. (30 p. + illus. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich. To circulate when singly bound.)

Binder 2#
579.# Leadership ability in handwriting; a discussion/interpretation. 1986. (7 p. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich. To circulate when singly bound.)
581.# Legibility in handwriting; a discussion/interpretation. 1986. (Not paginated. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich. To circulate when singly bound.)
583.# Ludwig Klages; translations/interpretations from his works. 1964. (53 p. To circulate
when singly bound. Copy 2.)


Binder 3#

590. Prof. Dr. Rudolf Pophal: Left-right tendency in handwriting; translated/interpreted. (40 p. Copy 2.)
593. Roda Wieser: Dishonesty that is difficult to diagnose; a translation. (12 p.)
595. The significance of the signature in personnel selection. (3 hole cover, 18 p.)
596. Simplified copybook writing consequences for the graphologist; Dr. Helmut Ploog. (6 p. In memoriam Geri Stuparich. To circulate when singly bound.)


601. Karohs, Erika M.
The analyst's handbook; descriptions of personality traits with many synonyms and descriptions of these synonyms. Vol. 1. Pebble Beach, CA, The Author, 1981. (Plastic spine, 299 p. Copy 2.)
602. Karohs, Erika M.

603. Karohs, Erika, M.
Constriction in handwriting as related to the self concept. Pebble Beach, CA, the Author, @ 1987, 15 p., gift of Sandy Logan.)

604. Karohs, Erika M.

605. Karohs, Erika M.

606. Karohs, Erika M.

607. Karohs, Erika M.

608. Karohs, Erika M.
The good vs. the bad credit risk as seen through handwriting. Pebble Beach, CA, The Author, 1976. (3-ring binder with other papers, 17 p., In Memoriam Geri Stuparich. To circulate when singly bound.)

609. Karohs, Erika M.

610. Karohs, Erika M. Settle

611. Karohs, Erika, M., Ph.D., Ed.D.
612. Karohs, Erika M.
Internet Group. Questions and answers. 1995-1996. (Gift of Linda Larson.)
a. Air Strokes
b. Encircled Strokes
c. Form Level
d. I-dot / jabs
e. Line Spacing
f. Lower zone
g. Lower zone width
h. MZ Height/W
I. PPI
j. T Bars
k. T’s and D’s
l. UPZ Width
m. Word spacing

613. Karohs, Erika M.
Measurements in handwriting with illustrations and comprehensive interpretations.
Vol. One - Measurements. (Spiral, 50 p.)
Vol. Two - Interpretations of Indicators on the Vertical Axis. (Spiral, 43 p.)
Vol. Three - Interpretations of Indicators on the Horizontal Axis. (Spiral, 45 p.)
Vol. Four - Other Measurements. (Spiral, 37 p.)

614. Karohs, Erika M.
Occupational trait inventory. 1976. (PB, 100 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh. Copy 2, pam, In
Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

615. Karohs, Erika M.
Personality traits at a glance: Traits in handwriting you should know but probably don’t.

616. Karohs, Erika, M.
Pocket dictionary of basic and evaluated traits - charts. The Author, Pebble Beach, CA. 1999.
(Small plastic spiral bound, 53p. Gift of Sandy Logan.)

617. Karohs, Erika, M.
Pocket dictionary of basic and evaluated traits - dictionary. The Author, Pebble Beach, CA. 1999.
(Small plastic spiral bound, 180 p., gift of Sandy Logan.)

618. Karohs, Erika M.
Pressure in handwriting; a lecture. Pebble Beach, CA, The Author, 1987. (3-ring binder with
other papers, 14 p., gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos. To circulate when singly bound.)

619. Karohs, Erika M.
Self-analysis kit with lecture: The "write" approach. Pebble Beach, CA, The Author, n.d. (3-ring binder with other papers, 8 p. To circulate when singly bound.)

620. Karohs, Erika M.
*Getting Started - A guide to using the system. (34 p.)
*Vol. One - Scoring Guide (19 p.)
*Vol. Two - Sample scoring pages (56 p.)
*Vol. Three, part 1 - Trait descriptions & interpretations for graphic indicators. (110p.)
*Vol. Three, part 2 - Trait descriptions & interpretations for graphic indicators. (242 p.)
Part II - Uncovering the problem personality (34 p.)

621. Karohs, Erika M.

622. Karohs, Erika, M.

623. Karohs, Erika, M.

624. Kaufman, Daniel S.

625. Keene, J. Harrington.
The mystery of handwriting analysis; a handbook of graphology. Boston, Lee & Shepard, 1896. (HB, 155 p., rare item, gift of HARL.)


627. Kellogg, Rhoda.

628. Kellogg, Rhoda with Scott O'Dell.
The psychology of children’s art. CRM-Random House Publications, 1967. Large HB, 112p., gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

629. Keirsey, David and Marilyn Bates.
630. Keyes, Daniel.

631. King, Helen.

632. King, Leslie W.
The business of graphoanalysis. No publication data. (3-hole cover, 44 p. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

633. King, Leslie W.
The Contemporary Analysts. No publication data. (3-hole cover, variously paginated.)

634. King, Leslie W.

635. King, Leslie W.
Equal weight scoring criteria for the graphology psychogram. No place, The Author, 1980. (3-ring binder, variously paginated, gift of Ann Mahony. Copy 2, 3-hole cover, in four parts, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

636. King, Leslie W. and Christina S. Petersen.

637. King, Leslie W.
Getting control of your life. Teaching course; ten lessons. No publication data. (3-hole cover, variously paginated. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

638. King, Leslie W.

639. King, Leslie W.

640. King, Leslie W.
How ball point, felt tip and other writing instruments affect writing. (3-hole cover, 24 p., gift of Linda Larson.)

King, Leslie W. Four papers bound together.
641. Graphology; an evaluation of some research performed in its investigation. (11 p.)
642. Why graphologists generally need to be able to understand research reports and do
research. (9 p., p.8 missing.)
643. How psychologists study behavior. (6 p.)
644. A study on the degree of low self esteem as evidenced through handwriting analysis of 20
prisoners' writing. (10 p.) Appendix A: Biographical data. (2 p.) Appendix B: Writing
specimens. (4 p.) Appendix C: Miscellaneous. (2 p.) Appendix D: A cross-section of writings
and types of crimes. (22 p.)

645. King, Leslie
Physica Health & Illness in Handwriting. Excerpt from Principles of Handwriting Analysis Part
I - 1971, 44 pages - spiral bound. 2 copies

King, Leslie W. Two papers bound together.
646. Lecture II: Mental health. (p.52-62)
647. Lecture III: Background influences. (p.65-71, but first one or two pages are missing.)

648. King, Leslie W.
Lecture IV: Interpersonal systems approach to modification of family interaction patterns.
(p.73-87)

King, Leslie W. Two papers bound together.
(Folder, 70 p.) Appendix A: Glossary. Appendix B: Learning disorders, hyperkinesis and the
use of drugs in children. By Leon Grettinger, Jr. Reprint from Rehabilitation Literature,

650. Lecture IX: The anti-social personality. (7 p.) (Gifts at 1988 AHAF Convention)

651. King, Leslie W.
Lecture X: Counseling: To do or not to do? (20 p.) Examination of the process of becoming
suicidal using Matza's theories of affinity-affiliation-conversion-signification correlated with a
graphological analysis. (33 p.) Appendix A: Equal weight criteria. Appendix B: Survey of
studies with suicidal notes; a report.

652. King, Leslie W.
Principles, Part I. No publication data. (3-ring binder, title and other pages missing, variously
paged, gift of Linda Larson. Copy 2, gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

653. King, Leslie.
variously paginated.)

654. King, Leslie.
Graphology: an evaluation of some research performed in its investigation. Utah, by Author,
655. King, Leslie.
Signatures. No publication data. (3-hole cover, variously paginated.)

656. King, Leslie.
Test for Getting Control of Your life Course.

657. King, Leslie
Zones, Speed, Pressure, etc... (excerpt from Principles, Part I).

658. King, Leslie.
Writing the Analysis - categories.

#659. Kintzel-Thumm, Magdalene.

660. Kirkham, E. Kay.

661. Kizorek, Carol A.

662. Kizorek, Carol A.
Speaking: over 60 talks.... Grass Valley, CA, The Author, various dates. (Plastic slip spine, not paginated.)

663. Kizorek, Carol A.
Start-up kit. Grass Valley, CA, The Author, various dates. (Plastic spine, not paginated.)

664. Kizorek, Carol A.
Start-up kit. Sparks, NV, The Author, no date. (Plastic spine, 33 p., enlarged edition)


666. Klages, Ludwig.
Handwriting and Character. # Translated by Annette C. Pine, from the 16th edition of “Handschrift und Charakter,” by Ludwig Klages, published in Leipzig, Germany, by J.A. Barth Verlag. (3-hole cover, 189 p.)

Klein, Felix. Works by him. (two binders) Copy One of each in a binder together, and Copy Two of each in a separate binder together.(???)
670. The Character structure of neuroses; the method of Bernhard Wittlich. (15 p. Copy 1: Klein notebook; copy 2, single., gift of Genevieve Walsh. Copy 2.)
671. Combining graphological handwriting indicators; a key to a better analysis. (Klein notebook, 9 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh. Copy 2)
672. The ductus; the quality of the stroke. New York, The Author, n.d. (Stapled into manila folder, 12 p. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)
673. Emotional release in handwriting. (Klein notebook, 12 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh. Copy 2.)
674. Erich Fromm Character types. Receptive Orientation. (Not paginated.) (Copy 2)
675. Extremes in graphology. No publication data. (Copy 1, Klein notebook; copy 2, 3-hole folder, 11 p., gift of Jo Ann Tripp. Copy 2.)
678. Handwriting and sex. No publication data. (9 p., gift of Jo Ann Tripp. Copy 2.)
681. Human character: Non-productive character types. (5 p. Copy 2.)
682. Human character: Some dynamic concepts expressed in non-productive character types. (5 p. Copy 2.)
683. Identifying the mother and father in handwriting. (10 p.)
684. Intelligence in handwriting. Advanced course. (6 p., gift Jo Ann Tripp)
685. Intuition. Advanced course. (Not paginated.)
686. Left-handedness. (3 p.)
687. Male and female in the handwriting; what every graphologist should know about the subject. (12 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh. Copy 2.)
688. Maturity in handwriting; as the primary necessity for compatibility. (8 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh. Copy 2.)
689. Max Pulver’s symbolism in handwriting; condensed and translated by Felix Klein. (Tape spine, 31 p., gift of M. Zaklan. Copy 2.)
690. Medical indicators in handwriting. No publication data. (2 copies, 16 p., gifts of Jo Ann Tripp and Genevieve Walsh)
691. Pictures of handwriting. No publication data. (Plastic cover, not paginated. Gift of Peggy Smith. Copy 2.)
694. The psychology of the handwriting of the child. (17 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh. Copy 2.)
695. Rhythm, groundrhythm and beyond. A lecture delivered at the 5th annual convention of AAHA. (11 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh. Copy 2.)
696. Study Guide I - XI, Beginners course in graphology. No publication data. (non paginated.)
697. A study of psychology for the graphologist; personality theories. (27 p., gift of Jo Ann Tripp)
698. Study guide for Questioned documents course. No publication data. (Two copies, 17 p., copy one gift of Genevieve Walsh)
699. Study guide for vocational guidance and personnel selection. (7 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh)
700. Theories in handwriting analysis of Roda Wieser: Basic rhythm. 8 tables. (9 p., Gift of Genevieve Walsh. Copy 2.)

702. Klein, Jan.
Graphology: a useful tool in the assessment of personality traits and characteristics? Spring Semester 1979. Prepare for Dr. Underwood’s anthropology class. (Clasp spine, 28 p. Copy 2.)

703. Klymkowycz, Natalie O., ed. and comp.

704. Koch, Rudolph and Berthold Wolpe.

705. Koone, Marilyn Martin.

706. Koppenhaver, Katherine Mainolfi.
Book reviews. Joppa, MD, The Author, no date. (Plastic spine, 50 p.)

707. Koppenhaver, Katherine Mainolfi.

708. Koppenhaver, Katherine Mainolfi.
Demonstrative evidence; how to prepare exhibits to assist in court testimony. Joppa, MD, Forensic Publishers of Joppa, 1996. (Plastic spine, 95 p.)

709. Koppenhaver, Katherine Mainolfi.
Evaluating evidence.; a systematic examination of the handwriting characteristics in suspect document cases. Joppa, MD, Forensic Publishers of Joppa, 1990. (Plastic spine, 45 p., gift of
710. Koppenhaver, Katherine Mainolfi.

711. Koppenhaver, Katherine Mainolfi.
How to be a credible witness; taking the fear out of testifying. Joppa, MD, Forensic Publishers of Joppa, 1992. (Plastic spine, 42 p. Copy 2, gift of HARL.)

712. Koppenhaver, Katherine Mainolfi.
How to qualify as an expert witness. No publication data. (Plastic spine, 30 p., gift of author.), 2 copies.

713. Koppenhaver, Katherine Mainolfi.

714. Koppenhaver, Katherine Mainolfi.
A selection of international penmanship systems has been compiled for the NADE. Joppa, MD, Forensic Publishers of Joppa, 1992. (Plastic spine, 90 p. Copy 2, gift of HARL.)

715. Koren, Anna.

716. Kore, Anna.
The Typology of Rene Le Senne. Copyright1984. (Self-published, plastic cover, 17p.)

717. Kosin, Frederico.
Nocoes de grafologia. Sao Paulo, The Author, 1957. (PB, 143 p., In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

718. Kotler, Philip and Alan Anderson.

719. Kaak, Dr. Anton.
The History of Handwriting Analysis (a lecture for the the Registry of Independent Handwriting Analysis). Copyright 1957. 16 pages.

720. Kristof, David & Todd W. Nickerson.


723. Kurdsen, Stephen.


725. Kurtz, Sheila and Marilyn Lester.
Graphotypes; the amazing new theory of handwriting analysis that shows you how you can change your personality by changing your handwriting. Dell Publishing Co., New York, 1982. (HB, 206 p.; copy 2, HB, 211 p., In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

726. Lalime, Toni.
Evaluation without tears; the logic of evaluation. Chicago, IGAS, 1964. (Plastic spine, 23 p., gift of HARL.)

727. Lalime, Toni

728. Lalime, Toni.

729. Lambert, Irene.

730. Landrum, Paul W. and Betty Tucker.

731. Larson, Linda.
A graphological view of eating disorders; an initial working paper. Bonita, CA, The Author,
1986. (Plastic spine, 61 p., gift of Author.)

732. Larson, Linda.

Laufer, Liora. (Items together in 3 - ring binder.)
733. Analyzing Hebrew handwriting. (Not paginated, gift of Linda Larson.)
734. Reaching the unmotivated or learning disabled through graphotherapy. AAHA Conference, Chicago, August 1989. (Not paginated, gift of Linda Larson.)

Q736. Lavay, Jerome B., pseud.
Disputed Handwriting; an exhaustive, valuable and comprehensive work.... Chicago, Harward Book Co., 1909. (3-ring binder, , 304 p., gift of Marcel Matley.)

737. Lawrence, Gordon.

738. Lazewnik, Dr. Baruch.

739. Leacock, Victoria.

740. Lecerf, Andre.
Advanced course in graphology. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (3-ring binder, non-circulating, 273 p.) Copy 2.

741. Lecerf, Andre.
Practical course in graphology. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (3-ring binder, 143 p.) Copy 2.

742. Lecerf, Andre.

743. LeGuen, Monique.
744. Lehman, Charles.

745. Leibel, Charlotte P.
Change your handwriting, change your life. Stein and Day, New York, 1972. (HB, 266 p., gift of Jean Hartman; copy 2 gift of Mary Jo Reece; copy 3, signed presentation copy of first printing, non-circulating, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

746. Leibel, Charlotte P.

747. Leibel, Charlotte P.
Change your handwriting, change your life. Handwriting Analysis Unlimited Workshop digest... Miami Beach, FL, The Author, 1972 [note: the 1994 edition has O.J. Simpson on the front and back covers, and an extra seven pages].

748. Leman, Dr. Kevin.
The Birth Order Book. - Why you are the way you are. Dell Publishing, New York, New York, 1985. (PB. 301)

749. Lemire, David.

750. Lester, David.

751. Lester, David.
The Validity of Handwriting Psychology: An intensive Case Study. Elysion College, San Francisco, CA, 1985. (3-hole cover, variously paginated.)

752. Lewinson, Thea Stein.

753. Lewinson, Thea Stein and Joseph Zubin.
754. International Graphological Colloquium (IGC)
Global Graphology, vol. 1, May 2004 - Graphology in the service of mankind (Quebec, Canada, spiral bound, 140p.)

The power of positive handwriting. Adventure Publications, Staples, Minnesota, 1987. (PB, 213 p.) 2 copies. (One copy, gift from Dorth Hodos.)

756. Link, Betty.

757. Link, Betty.
First Letter Emphasis. No publication data. (3 hole cover, non-paginated. Copy 2, plastic spine, gift of Patricia Williams.)

758. Link, Betty.
Fulfillment from eight to five. AAHA Convention, August 1976. (Stapled, 12 p. + illus. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

759. Link, Betty.

760. Lockowandt, Oskar.
Graphologische Diagnostik - Present status of the investigatoin of handwriting psychology as a Diagnostic method - Abstracted in the JSAS (Catologue of selected Documetns in Psychology, 1976. (Plastic spine, 36 p.)

761. Loeffler, MSW, CGA, Christopher.
No pain, no gain - grapho and psychotherapy: compatible tools for troubled times. Copyright 1989, by Author, Exeter, NH, Plastic Spine, 50 p. (Gift of Jaqueline Joseph.)

762. Loeffler, Christopher.
The road to the write insights - on risking & wirting (for the public). Plastic spine, 42 pages, signed by Author. Gift of Marge Laxson.

763. Loeffler-Delachaux, M.
Graphology at the service of the man of action. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (3-ring, 102 p.) Copy 2.

764. Logan, Robert K.


766. Lowe, Sheila.

767. Lowe, Sheila.

768. Lowe, Sheila.

769. Lowe, Sheila.

770. Lowe, Sheila.

771. Lowe, Sheila.

772. Lowe, Sheila.

773. Lowe, Sheila.
Introduction to Graphology: A Basic Course Outline for Instructors. Los Angeles, California. The Author, no publication date. (3 hole cover, non paginated, gift of Christine Chadda.)

774. Lowe, Sheila.

775. Lowe, Sheila.
Graphology in industry - Marketing yourself. (Revised 1991, 32 p. Gift of Pat Williams.) (Copy 2, gift of Loretta Dubois.)

776. Lowe, Sheila.
Schizoid & Obsessional Characteristics seen in Handwriting. Los Angeles, The Author, no
777. Lowe, Sheila.
Will you pass the test? Certification review. Los Angeles, The Author, 1989. (3-hole cover, 30 p.)

778. Lowe, G. Thurman.
Character Reading from Handwriting. L & M Ottenheimer Publishers, Baltimore, MD, no publication date. (HB, 58 p., gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

779. Lowe, G. Thurman.

780. Lowenfeld, Viktor.

781. Lowengard, Manfred.

782. Lowerison, Jean.

783. Lucas, DeWitt B.

784. Lucas, DeWitt B.
Handwriting and character. This volume is a simple, comprehensive text-book on graphology fully illustrated. Philadelphia, David McKay, 1923. (HB, 368 p., gift of Rosemary Arnold. Copy 2 gift of Dorth Hodos.)
#Lucas, DeWitt B.
Handwriting and character; self-taught. (Both pam, fragile items, In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

785. Lucas, DeWitt B.

786. The basic course. (46 p.)
787. Advanced course. (48 p.)

788. Lucas, DeWitt B.
Lucas, DeWitt B.  Two items bound together.

791. Lucas, DeWitt B.
Know yourself and your friends; a hand book of handwriting analysis signs. The Author, 1951. (Pam, 26 p., in manila envelope, non-circulating, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

792. Lucas, Joe.
McEnerney, Sheila Lowe, see: Lowe, Sheila.

793. Mar, Timothy T.
Face reading - the chinese art of physiogmomy. New York, Dodd, Mead & Co, 1974. Letter signed from Author to Suzanne Rudnik glued in front. (HB,150 p.)

794. Marcuse, Ph.D., Irene.

795. Marcuse, Ph.D., Irene.

796. Marcuse, Ph.D., Irene.
The key to handwriting analysis. New York, 1959. (HB, 180 p. Gift of Pat Williams.)

797. Marley, John.

798. McDermaid, Barbara Heinz.

799. Mahony, Ann.

800. McKenney, Shirley C.
Handwriting; an overview. Louisville, KY, HuVista, n.d. (29 p.)

801. McKenzie, Lucia D.

802. McKim, William A.

803. McLaughlin, Nancy J.
Envelope analysis; a compilation. 1976. (10 p., gift of Eldene Whiting)

804. McMenemin, Barbara.

805. McMenemin, Barbara.
An investigation of Cursive versus Printing Characteristics in Handwriting. No publication data, 1982. (PB, 43 p.)

806. McMenemin, Barbara and Marilyn Martin.
Right writing; creative dimensions in handwriting instruction and writing improvement. Spring Valley, CA, Cursive Writing Associates, 1980. (69 p., plastic spine, copy 1 gift of Jill Moore, copy 2 gift of Genevieve Walsh)

807. McMenemin, Barbara.
A perspective for change: graphological essays. (Spiral, 65 p. Copy 2. Gift of Barbara McMe

808. McNichol, Andrea.
[Grapholog, “Advanced Studies”

809. McNichol, Andrea.

810. McNichol, Donald.
Telegraph Operators’ Penmanship. The Author, New York, no publication date. (3-hole cover, non-paginated.)

811. Mafundikwa, Saki.

812. Mahony, Ann.
Mainolfi, Katherine, See: Koppenhaver, Katherine Mainolfi.

813. Malone, Michael.

814. Maloney, Chris, comp.

815. Mann, Peggy.
The telltale line; the secrets of handwriting analysis. New York, Macmillan Publications, 1975. (HB, 72 p., gift of HARL. Copy 2.)

816. Marcuse, Irene.

817. Marcuse, Irene.

818. Marcuse, Irene.

819. Marcuse, Irene.
The Key to Handwriting Analysis. Burns and MacEachern Ltd., Toronto, 1962. (HB, 180 p.)

820. Marley, John.

821. Marley, John.

822. Marne, Patricia.

823. Marne, Patricia.
The Criminal Hand - an analysis is of criminal handwriting. Sphere Books Limited, Great
Britain, 1991. (PB, 128 p.)

824. Marne, Patricia.

825. Marne, Patricia.

826. Marne, Patricia.

827. Maslow, A.H.

Your pen personality. Published by the Author, 1961 (PB, 39 p.)

829. Martin, Kevin.

830. Martin, Marilyn J. and Joan Gladich.

831. Martin, Renee C.

832. Martin, Renee C.

833. Martin, Renee C.
Your script is showing; how to know yourself and others better thru HW A. New York, Golden Press, 1969. (Metal spine, 160 p.; 2 copies, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

834. Martin, Robert W.

835. Matley B. Matley.
The Beyerstein book; a critical examination. San Francisco, Handwriting Services of California,
1995. (PB, 121 p., gift of author)

836. Matley, Marcel B.
Course Outline and Notes. Handwriting Services of California, San Francisco, 1993. (3-hole binder, variously paginated, gift of author)

837. Matley, Marcel B.

838. Matley, Marcel B.

839. Matley, Marcel B.
Female/male traits in handwriting. Handwriting Services of California, San Francisco, 1988. (3-hole folder, 75 p., gift of Marcel B. Matley. Copy 2, gift of Patricia Williams.)

840. Matley, Marcel B.

841. Matley, Marcel B.

842. Matley, Marcel B.
Oh, my aching arm! The cause and cure of general writer’s cramp; a monograph in the physiology of handwriting. San Francisco, CA, Handwriting Services of California, 1997. (PB, 47 p.)

843. Matley, Marcel, B.
ODE Index - a guide to periodical articles in English on document examination, handwriting expertise and expert testimony

844. Matley, Marcel B.

845. Matley, Marcel B.
846. Matley, Marcel B.
Studies in questioned documents, Number Two: In the Exorcize of Ignorance: replies to the critics of handwriting expertise. San Francisco, CA, Handwriting Services of California, 2000. (Plastic cover, variously paginated, gift of Marcel B. Matley); copy 2, gift from Pat Williams.

847. Matley, Marcel B.

848. Matley, Marcel B.

849. Matley, Marcel B.

850. Matley, Marcel B.

851. Matley, Marcel B.

852. Matley, Marcel B.

853. Matley, Marcel B.
"Who I am". A discussion of the inner self image and the PPI. San Francisco, Handwriting Services of California, 1989. (Includes bibliography and index.) (3-hole folder, 62 p., gift of Marcel B. Matley)

854. Matousek, Rose.

855. Matousek, Rose.
Graphodynamics. Hinsdale, IL, The Author, 1971. (3-hole, glued, 43 p., gift of Genevieve
Walsh. Copy 2, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

856. Matousek, Rose.
Pen Detection - the importance of the downstroke. Hinsdale, IL, The Author, 1984. (PB, 39 p.)

857. Anxiety disorders; the conforming personality.... Washington, DC, American Academy of Graphology, n.d. (Stapled into manila folder, 16 p. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)
858. Executive capacities. (7 p.)
859. Handwriting analysis in personnel management...and other uses... (16 p.)
860. Handwriting analysis through form evaluation. (24 p.)
861. Handwriting; personality clusters. (5 leaves.)
862. Intuition and reasoning. (15 p.)
(41 p.)
863. A professional tool. (11 p.)
864. Pressure contraction-release. (Not paginated.)
865. Psychological meaning - psychogram indicators. (13 p.)
866. Review and condensation of Klara Roman’s “Handwriting, a key to personality.”
867. Systems of personality functioning & personality patterns of behavior. (22 p.2 copies)
Those gift of Loretta DuBois:
868. Writing movement, style and self-expression. (Not paginated.)

869. Anxiety disorders; the conforming personality.... Washington, DC, American Academy of Graphology, n.d. (Stapled into manila folder, 16 p. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)
870. Executive capacities. (7 p.)
871. Handwriting analysis in personnel management...and other uses... (16 p.)
872. A professional tool. (11 p.)
873. Review and condensation of Klara Roman’s “Handwriting, a key to personality.”
874. Systems of personality functioning & personality patterns of behavior. (22 p.)

875. McDermaid Heinz, Barbara.

876. McNichol, Andrea.
Handwriting analysis - putting it to work for you. Contemporary Books, Chicago, 1991. (Large paper back, 328 p., copy 2, gift of Sandy Logan.)

877. Meier, C.A.
Personality - the individuation process in the light of C.G. Jung’s typology. Daimon, Einsiedeln, Switzerland. (PB, 189 p.)

878. Menasse-Cremers, Marie-Josee.

879. Menasse-Cremers, Marie-Josee.

880. Mendel, Alfred O.

881. Menninger, Karl A.

882. Menser, Larry.

883. Metzler, Mary.
International Graphoanalysis Society, Northern California Chapter, presents the Spring Seminar with Mary Metzler, May 5th and 6th 1984, San Francisco. Letters of the alphabet analyzed. The origin of the emotion behind emotional expression and space programming in handwriting. (3-hole cover, 10 p. plus handwritten noted and illustrations.)

884. Metzler, Mary.

885. Metzler, Mary.
Margins: the frame of your environment through handwriting. No publication data. (Plastic slip spine, 30 p., gift of Patricia Williams.)

886. Metzler, Mary.

887. Meulenbroek, Ruud G. J. and Gerard P. van Galen.
Perceptual motor complexity of printed and cursive letters. Submitted for publication. Nijmegen, The Netherlands, Univ. of Nijmegen., n.d. (3-hole cover, 25 p. + illus.)


889. Meyer, Jerome S.

890. Meyer, Jerome S.
Mind you p’s and q’s - key to handwriting analysis. New York 1927-59 (PB,93 p., gift of Marye Whitfield, Gift 2 from Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

891. Myers, Isabel Briggs / Peter Myers.

892. Myers, Isabel Briggs / McCaulley.

893. Micali, Paul J.

894. Michelozzi, Betty Neville.

895. Michon, Jean - Hippolyte
History of Napoleo from his handwriting. HARL copyrighted, 1989, by Bob Bachman

896. Michaels, Garth / Maze, Marilyn / Dorth Hodos, Dorothy.

897. Miller, Freda.
Why drugs? A comparative study of the character traits of drug users as revealed in their handwriting. No publication data. (Plastic spine, 2 copies, 25 p., gifts of Jo Ann Tripp and Genevieve Walsh)

898. Miller, James H.

899. Miller, James H.
900. Mills, Coeta.
The professional's profiling workbook. Dallas, TX, The Author, 1983. (3-ring binder, variously paginated, gift of Ann Mahony. Copy 2.)

901. Milton, Mark.

902. Missildine, W. Hugh.

903. Moolan, Valerie.

904. Moore, Maurine and D. K. Dunham.

905. Moore, Maurine

Moore, Milton B.
Articles bound together:
(One copy in Moore Collection Binder) Copy 2, inscribed by author, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)
Copy 2(In collection binder,29 p., gift of author), Copy three, gift of Loretta DuBois (signed by Author.)

ollection binder, p., In memoriam Geri Stuparich.) Copy 3 - Gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.
912. Lindberg, MGA, V. Elayne.

913. Montgomery, Judy; White, Kathy; Gergory, Rose
Doodles - program outline. By various authors, no locations, no date. One large binder. Gift of Deborah Boatwright.

914. Whiteside, Robert L..

915. Moracchini, Michel.
ABC of graphology. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. No publication data. (Plastic spine, 217 p., gift of Marcel B. Matley)

916. Morand, H. Saint.
Les Temperaments. 3e partie: L'art et la technique graphologiques. No publication data. (3-ring binder, photocopy, 30 p. + illus. In memoriam Geri Stiparich.)

917. Morey, A. H.
Evidence in ink. Copyright 1952, IGAS, Springfield, MO (pam. 23p., gift of Jaqueline Joseph.)

918. Moretti, Girolamo.

919. Morgan, Chris.

920. Morrill, Alexa.

921. Morrill, Alexa.

922. Morrill, Alexa.

923. Morrill, Alexa.
Israeli conference, 17-21 March 1985. [Seems to be notes from talk by Hava Razon.] (Plastic spine, 7 p. plus illus., in memoriam Alexa Morrill.)

924. Moyer, Margaret H. and James F. Silver. 

925. Moyer, Margaret H. and James F. Silver. 

926. Muhl, Anita M. 

927. Murray, Sheila L. 
How to organize and manage a seminar; what to do and when to do it. Englewood Cliffs, NJ, Prentice-Hall, 1983. (PB, 204 p.)

928. Myer, Oscar N. 

929. Myers, Emma Harrison. 

930. Myers, Isabel Briggs and Peter B. Myers. 

931. Myers, Marjorie. 
A study of Chinese writing by a teacher-graphologist. [Lecture by Prof. Fhang Yinyu to Nor Cal Chapter AHAF.] (Stapled into manila cover, 7 p. + illus., In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

932. Myklebust, Helmer R. 

933. Nadall, Florry. 

934. Nadeau, Richard J.

935. Nadeau, Richard J.
The six "career styles" of handwriting; handwriting analysis for choosing and changing careers.... Los Angeles, The Author, 1988. (Plastic spine, Copy 2, 84 p.)


Personality growth and development. Chicago, IGAS, 1964. (Pam, 32 p., gift of HARL) (Copy 2, gift of Dr. Beth Schmit.)

938. Naeve, Veda M.

Benjamin F. Foster. (Stapled into manila folder, 9 p. gift of HARL.)


941. Nevo, Baruch, ed.

942. New York. University of

943. Nezos, Renna.

944. Nezos, Renna.

945. Nickell, Joe.
Detecting Forgery - Forensic Investigation of Documents. University Press of Kentucky, KY,
946. Nierenberg, Gerard I.

947. Nordman, Patricia E.
Handwriting analyst's compendium. No publication data. (3-hole cover, 78 p. In memoriam Geri Stuparich. Copy 2.)

948. Norliyan, Jennya Boyadjieff.

949. Nowlin, Steve.
How to conduct and promote seminars, courses, schools and workshops. Hamilton Publication Co., 1977. (103 p., gift of Charlie Cole)

950. O’Dell, Len.

951. O’Dell, Len.

952. Ogg, Oscar.


954. Olson, Ann Doherty.
Handwriting as graphic communication: using ‘speech’ to define writing. April 1983. (Clasp spine, 11 p.)

955. Olson, Ann M. and Patricia A. Spillane.

956. Olyanova, Nadya.

957. Olyanova, Nadya.
The psychology of handwriting; secrets of handwriting analysis. Wilshire Book Co., North Hollywood, CA, 1960. (2 copies, 224 p., gifts of Genevieve Walsh; copy 3 gift of May Jo Reece; copy 4, PB, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

958. Olyanova, Nadya.

959. O'Neill, Edward B.
Applied evaluation. Vol. 1. No publication data. (3-hole cover, 91 p., copy 1 gift of Linda Larson. Copy 2.)

960. O'Neill, Edward B.

961. O'Neill, Edward B.
The name of action. Article about Henri-Frederic Amiel and analytical gift. (22 p., copy 2, gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

962. The phenomenon of ambivalence. (22 p.) Copy 2, gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.

963. Saints, sinners and the rest of us. (21 p.) Copy 2, gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.

964. O'Neill, Edward B.
A treasury of Ania Teillard (translated from the French), New York, the Author, 1988. (122 p., gift of Sandy Logan.)


966. Ord, david
Handwriting analysis: an objective study. NY; Philosphical Library. 1959. Annotated by robert E, Backman, 1962

967. Orton, Samuel Torrey.

968. Osborn, Albert, S.

969. Osborn, Albert S.
970. Osgood, Charles.
Osgood on Speaking: How to think on your Feet without falling on your Face. William Morrow

971. Ouaknin, Marc-Alan.

972. Oussoren, Ragnhild.
Writing-Movement-Therapy. Wassenaar, August 1986. (3 hole-cover, 28 p. Gift from Willa
Smith.)

973. Owens, Lorraine.
Different ways to describe traits. Kansas City, MO, Kaleidoscope, 1976. (HB, 133 p., Copy 2,
In Memoriam of Geri Stuparich. Copy 1 gift of Dorth Hodos.)

974. Owens, Lorraine.
Handwriting analysis dictionary. How to identify and rate the intensity of personality traits that
can be found in handwriting. Kansas City, MO, Kaleidoscope, 1981. (HB, 152 p., gift of Jo
Ann Tripp; copy 2, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

975. Owens, Lorraine.
Handwriting analysis: Dual aspects of traits. Positive & negative ways to describe traits.

976. Paterson, Jane.
Stuparich. Copy 2 gift of Dorth Hodos.)

977. Paterson, Jane.
Know yourself through your handwriting. The Reader’s Digest Association Limited, London,
1978. (PB, 32 p.)

978. Paul, Gary N.
Author, Copy 2, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

979. Pelton, Robert W.
Handwriting and drawings reveal your child's personality. NY, Hawthorne Books, 1973. (PB,
130 p., In Memoriam Geri Stuparich. Copy 2, inscribed by author, gift of Dorth Hodos.) (He is
extremely simplistic in his approach - LL)

980. Pelton, Robert W.
The Devil and Karen Kingston - A documentary record of the successful exorcism performed on
a previously retarded child. Tuscaloosa, AL, 1976. (HB, 165 p.)
981. Pentell, Penelope.

982. Pierce, Stephanie.
Beyond the Written Word. Wordwright Productions, Concord, MA, 1981. (PB, non-paginated.)

983. Piggott, Reginald.
Copy 2, gift of Pat Williams.

984. Platt, Charles.
Your handwriting is you! London, Herbert Jenkins Ltd., 1928. (HB, 199 p., gift of Willa Smith.)

985. Poe, Edgar A.
A chapter on Autography by Edgar A. Poe, Engle Bindery Company, Kansas City, Missouri, 1952. (HB, 92 p.)

Psychologie der handschrift. 1968 by Ernst Reinhardt Verlag in Munchen. Printed in Germany.
(HB, 280 p., rare item, gift of Clarisse W. Carriere-Baxter)

987. Pophol / Pfanne (translation by Lisa Taylor)

988. Powell, Martha, CGA.
Dynamics of Addiction. Self published, no information, plastic folder.

989. Prentice, Shirley M.
Four measurements of slant. Denver, CO, the Author, 1985. (Stapled, 10 p., gift of Sandy Logan.)

990. Prentice, Shirley M.

991. Prentice, Shirley M.
The Silent Self. Denver, Colorado, no publication date. (2-hole cover, variously paginated.)

992. Printing Binder Collection.
Includes papers by Jean Hartman, Higher Vaules of Pinted Capital Letters (1979, 14p.); Mary Ruiz, The Personality of the Printing (14p); Eldene Whiting, Printing - the graphologist’s enigma (1983); Erla Windmiller, How to analyze printing (no date, 20 pages; Charlie Cole, Special Lecture #5, How to analyze printing (1965); various articles.

993. Pritchard, Anita.

994. Pritchard, Anita.
Evaluation through expansion of the basics. The Author, 1983 (loose papers, 15 p., gift of Jacqueline Joseph.)

995. Pritchard, Anita.
Identify faces from handwriting.... No place, The Author, 1983. (Inscribed by author; PB, 86 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh. Copy 2, plastic spine, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

996. Pritchard, Anita.
Reliability of graphological judgements based on different techniques of handwriting analysis. No publication data. (Plastic spine, variously paginated, gift of Patricia Williams.)

997. Psycho-Graphic Institute.
The Art of Psycho-Graphic Delineation. Issued by the Psycho-Graphic Institute. (PB, variously paginated.)

998. Pulver, Max.

999. Quong, Rose.
Chinese written characters: Their wit and wisdom. New York, Cobble Hill Pr., 1968. (Photocopy at 110%, 78 p., 3-hole cover. Gift of Marcel B. Matley.)

1000. Rabach, Joshua M.

1001. Ranald, Josef.
Pens and personalities; handwriting as a guide to your personality. With facsimiles of original autographed manuscripts of celebrated historical figures.... New York, Twayne Publishers, 1958. (HB, 247 p., Copy 2, gift of Charlotte Leibel.)

1002. Rand, Henry A.

1003. Rawlins, Ray.
The stein and day book of world autographs. New York, 1977. (Large HB, 244 p. Gift of Pat Williams, Copy 3 gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

1004. Remouchamps, Nicole.
Szondi's test and handwriting. First part. No publication data. (PB, not paginated. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich. Copy 2, in memoriam Alexa Morrill.)

1005. Retriever, Marc.

1006. Rexford, John.
What Handwriting Indicates, an analytical graphology. G.P. Putnam’s Sons, New York and London, 1904

1007. Reynolds, Lloyd.
My dear runemeister - a voyage through the alphabet. New York, Taplinger publishing, 1981, (not paginated, gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

1008. Rice, Louise.

1009. Rice, Louise.

1010. Rice, Louise.

1011. Rider, Virginia Mawson.
Handwriting Analysis as a Tool in differentiating Patients with Coronary Heart Disease and Cancer. A thesis present to the Graduate Faculty Central Washington University, 1982. (3 hole cover, 12 p.)

1012. Rider, Virginia Mawson.
Handwriting analysis as a tool in differentiating patients with coronary heart disease and cancer. The Author, 1982. (26 p., gift of Eldene Whiting)

1013. Riso, Don Richard.

1014. Roback, A.A.
Present-day psychology. New York, Philosophical Library, Inc., 1955. (HB, 995 p., gift of
Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

1015. Robertson, Edna W.

1016. Robertson, Leigh.

1017. Robinson, Andrew.
Lost languages; the enigma of the world’s undeciphered scripts. New York, McGraw-Hill, 2002. (HB, 352 p.)

1018. Robinson, Andrew.

1019. Rockwell, Frances A.

1020. Rodgers, Suzanne M.
Evaluation guide. Chicago, IL, IGAS, 1961. (Copy 1, pam, 88 p. Copy 2, PB. Copy 2 has “Rogers.”)

1021. Rodgers, Vimala.

1022. Roger, Julie.
Understanding people or how to be your very own shrink. Chicago, Nelson-Hall, 1979. (PB, 219 p., inscribed by Author, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1023. Roman, Klara G.

1024. Roman, Klara G.
Handwriting; a key to personality. Pantheon Books, New York, 1952. (Copies 1-4 and 6, PB; Copy 5, HB inscribed by author and is non-circulating. 382 p., gifts of Marion Smith, Dorothy Dorth Hodos, Jo Ann Tripp, Jill Moore, Juanita Burke, Jean Hartman)

1025. Roman, Klara G.
Handwriting analysis workshop unlimited. Workshop digest: Professional quantitative graphology. Lectures and workshop discussion of graphology using the psychogram. Contents:
Bibliography of Roman's works; Psychomotility; Theory of Graphology; The psychogram: Its background and uses. Campbell, CA Handwriting Analysis Unlimited., 1959. (Stapled, 15 p. + illus., gift of Wyn Goodale) 3 copies.

1026. Ronall, Joachim O.
The "scientification" of handwriting analysis. No publication data. (Plastic spine, 11 p., in memoriam Alexa Morrill. Copy 2.)

1027. Rosen, Billie Pesin.

Rubin, Roger.
Six items in 3-hole cover together.
1028. Character structure and defense mechanisms. (10 p. + illus. In memoriam Geri Stuparich. Copy 2.)
1030. Getting under the mask: persona handwriting. No publication data. Nov. 1987. Copy 2. (3 hole cover, not paginated.)
1031. Identifying the mother and father in handwriting. No publication data. (10 p., gift of Jo Ann Tripp)
1032. Looking at couples and their handwriting. No publication data. (10 p. + 7 illus., In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)
1033. Narcissistic/borderline personality disorders; a graphological perspective. No publication data. (10 p. + illus., in memoriam Alexa Morrill.)

1034. Rudacille, Wendell C.

1035. Ruiz, Mary Stansbury.
The personality of the printer. (No publication data. (Stapled into manila cover, 6 p. + illus. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1036. Sackheim, Kathryn K.

1037. Sacks, David.

1038. Salzer, Eva.
The correlation between handwriting characteristics and learning disabilities. No publication
data. (3-hole cover, 21 p. + appendix. Copy 2.)

1039. Sanders, William B.

1040. Santoli, Ornella.

1041. Santoy, Claude.

1042. Santoy, Claude.

1043. Sara, Dorothy.

1044. Sara, Dorothy.

1045. Sara, Dorothy.

1046. Sara, Dorothy.

1047. Sara, Dorothy.

1048. Sara, Dorothy.

1049. Sara, Dorothy.

1050. Sara, Dorothy.
Reading character from handwriting. New York, Sentinel books, @1937, (PB, 95 p., gift of Sandy Logan.)

1051. Sara, Dorothy.
Reading handwriting for fun and popularity. New York, Permabooks, 1949. (HB, 183 p., In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1052. Sargant, Rose.

1053. Sarnoff, Dorothy with Gaylen Moore.

1054. Sassi, Paula A.

1055. Sassi, Paula A. and Eldene Whiting.

1056. Sassi, Paula and Eldene Whiting.

1057. Sassi, Paula A.

1058. Sassi, Paula A.

1059. Sassi, Paula A. and Eldene Whiting.

1060. Sassi, Paula A. and Eldene Whiting.
1061. Sassi, Paula and Eldene Whiting. 

1062. Sassi, Paula A. and Eldene Whiting. 

1063. Sassi, Paula A. and Eldene Whiting. 

1064. Sassi, Paula A. and Eldene Whiting. 

1065. Sassoon, Rosemary / Patricia Lovett. 

1066. Satir, Virginia 

1067. Saudek, Robert 

1068. Saudek, Robert. 
Copy 3 - new condition.

1069. Saudek, Robert. 

1070. Schermann, Rafael. 

1071. Schwarz, Daniel.

1072. Schwartz, Linda and Bev Armstrong.  
Handwriting hamburger; ages 9 and up. A learning works skill builder. The learning Works, 1979. (Pam, 32 p., gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos)

1073. Schwartz, Linda and Bev Armstrong.  
Handwriting hot dog; ages 5 to 8. A learning works skill builder. The learning Works, 1979. (Pam, 32 p., gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos)

1074. Schweighofer, Fritz.  

1075. Schwid, Bonnie.  

1076. Schwid, Bonnie.  

1077. Scott, Arthur J.  

1078. Scriptology Institute, Inc.  
Lesson Book No. 1. Introduction to Scriptology. 1958. (3-hole cover, 397 p.)

1079. Scriptology Institute, Inc.  
Lesson Books Number 1 through 10. Instructor Manual Number One. Colton, California, 1958. (PB, 63 p.)

1080. Scriptology Institute, Inc.  

1081. Segal, Valerie J.  

1082. Seifer, Marc J.  
1083. Sellenraad, Julia Pippi
San Francisco Academy of Handwriting Analysis - Course. 1977 - binder.

1084. Sellenraad, Julia Pippi
n and Charles Stahl.
Graphometry survey, comprising the following items in one 3-ring binder, preceded by
miscellaneous materials. (In memoriam Geri Štuparich.)
1085. Course. (93 p.)
1086. Pictorial aspects of handwriting. (20 p.)
1087. Capital letters. (14 p.)
1088. Fifty-five Fabulous F’s - and answers to your questions about HWA (9 p.)
1089. The pronoun I. (11 p.)
1090. Attention-getting devices. (17 p.)
1091. Left and right margins. (27 p.)
1092. Line slant. (15 p.)
1093. Line spacing and variation; word spacing and variation. (18 p.)

Semler Delmar, Betty, SEE: Delmar, Betty Semler.

Settles-Karohs, Erika M., SEE: Karohs, Erika M.

1094. Shapiro, Suzanne and Margaret H. Freeman.
Secrets of the Pen: Graphology, cognitive Science and Emily Dickinson’s Handwriting. Self
published, no date, 24 p.

1095. Schermann, Rafael.
The secrets of handwriting - the grand wizard of handwriting.

Alcohol and Drug Dependency...a guide for the handwriting analyst.
@1988 by Author. Large PB, 40p. (Gift of Jacqueline Joseph.)

1097. Silvi, John.
Handwriting and the human mind. [Book 1.] Detroit, Haslo Pr., 1973. With "Foundation -- Key
to handwriting analysis" taped into inside back cover. (HB, 278 p., signed presentation copy, In
Memoriam Geri Štuparich. #Copy 2 gift of Dorth Hodos , inscribed by author, with author’s
photo and essay inserted: Foundation--key to handwriting analysis

1098. Singer, Eric.
The graphologist's alphabet. Drawings by Gertrude Elias. London, Gerald Duckworth & Co.,
1950. (HB, 118 p., In Memoriam Geri Štuparich. Copy 2 gift of Dorth Hodos .)

1099. Singer, Eric.
gift of Dorth Hodos .)
1100. Singer, Eric.
(HB, 60 p., In Memoriam Geri Stuparich. Copy 2 gift of Dorth Hodos.)

1101. Singer, Eric.
Contents: Graphology for everyman, 1949; The graphologist's alphabet, 1950; Graphological
exercises, a handwriting quiz book, 1953. (PB, 244 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh. Copy 2 of
Graphology for Everyman: HB, 104 p., gift of Charlotte Leibel; HB copy 3 gift of May Jo
Reece; HB copy 4, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1102. Singer, Eric.
Personality in handwriting; the guiding image in graphology. Illustrations by Gertrude Elias.
Hippocrene Books, 1974, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1103.
Sjoberg, Axel H. Papers in 3-hole binder all together.
1104. The Angular writer. 1976. (18 p.)
1105. Caution. 1976. (9 p.)
1109. “Humour.” 1972
1110. “Life Style.” (16 p.)

1111. “Little Known Facts.” (16 p.)
1113. “Primary Factors.” (19 p.)
1114. Secret Meanings in Script. (8 p.)
1115. Self-interest; the ego papers. 1973. (14 p., gift of Eldene Whiting)
1116. Subjectivity and Addenda. 1975. (29 + p.)
1117. “Unpredictability and guilt.” 1974 (9 p., two copies)

1118. Slyter, Steven A.
The Importance of validation. The Author, n.d. variously paginated, gift of Trudy M. Tully.)

1119. Smith, Albert J.
Applied graphology; a textbook on character analysis from handwriting.... New York, Gregg

1120. Smith, Edward J.
Principles of forensic handwriting identification and testimony. Springfield, IL, Charles C
Thomas Publisher, 1984. (123 p., gift of Sandy Logan.)
1121. Smith, Hannah Milner. 
Between the lines; the casebook of a graphologist. Toronto, Canada, McClelland & Stewart Ltd., 1970. (PB, 207 p., In Memoriam Geri Stuparich. Copy 2 gift of Dorth Hodos.)

1122. Smith, Hannah Milner. 

1123. Smith, Rex. 
Personality Unfolded through Script-Psychology. Writeway Services Press, Issaquah, WA. 1989. (Plastic spine, autographed by the Author, 413 p. #Copy 2 gift of Dorth Hodos, inscribed by author.)

1124. Smith, Robert E. 
Your handwriting. Minneapolis, MN, Control Data Institute, 1971. (PB, 105 p., In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.) Copy 2, gift of Pat Williams.

1125. Smith, Willa Westbrook. 

1126. Smith, Willa Westbrook. 
Creativity and Handwriting: A Study of the Relationship between Handwriting and Creativity in Fifth-Grade Children. The Author, Massachusetts 1986. (3-hole binder, 123 p.)

1127. Smith, Willa. 
Productive creativity and Handwriting - independent study. The Author, 1983. (30 p., gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

1128. Smith, Willa Westbrook. 

1129. Solomon, Shirl. 

1130. Solomon, Shirl. 

1131. Solomon, Shirl. 
1132. Solomon, Shirl.
Scryptics. Who am I? Who are you? What are we together. The game of probing personalities.

1133. Solomon, Shirl.

Q1134. Sox, David.
Unmasking the forger; the Dossena deception. NY, Universe Books, 1987. (HB, 195 p.)

1135. Sonneman, Ulrich.
Handwriting analysis as a psychodiagnostic tool; a study in general and clinical graphology.

1136. Springmeir, Fritz.

1137. Spingmeir, Fritz.
Workshop guide to ancient & foreign strokes. Portland, Or, by Author - no date. (Plastic spiral, 100 p., gift of Dr. Beth Schmidt.)

1138. St. Clair, Beth.
Form Level and Zones.

1139. St. John, fredrick (see Milton Bunker)
Sex and Love - As it is Written (1937)

1140. Stafford, Muriel.

1141.

1142. Steccone, Gene.

1143. Steccone, Gene.

1144. Steccone, Gene.

1145. Steccone, Gene.
Sincerely Yours. The Analysts’ Publisher, Inc. New York, 1966. (Plastic spine, 74 p.)

1146. Steele, John O.
Block Diagram - Graphoanalytical considerations of marital compatibility. Self Published, no info, 13 pages.

1147. Steere, Leo.

1148. Steiger, Brad and William Howard.

Mary Lynn. See: Bryden, Mary Lynn.

1149. Steinert, George D.

1150. Steinert, George D.

1151. Stephenson, Mary Lynn .(Marcel’s # C-12)
The K-I Techniques - self improvement for students and their parents and teachers. Dallas, TX, by author, 1980. (18 p.)
1152. The K-I Techniques - self improvement for teens and adults. (19 p.)
1153. The K-I Techniques - self improvement for the saleman, businessman, executives (22). Sadly simplistic.

1154. Stevens, Kathy G.

1155. Stinchfield, Connie.
The Children - their writings, their learning problems, their future. Binder, 45p. Plus, David Grayson, loose papers (12p), (Gift of Jacqueline Joseph.)
1156. Stinson, Ralph W.

1157. Richard Stocker Dimsdale.

1158. Stoller, Richard J.
Selling Write! Personality adjustment and sales increase! Self published, 1982. PB, 40p.

1159. Stoller, Richard J.

1160. Stoller, Richard J.
Write right; change your writing to change your life. First edition. The Author, 1978. (PB, 170 p., Copy 2, gifts of Marion Atchison and Genevieve Walsh)

1161. Storey, Arthur.

1162. Stott, Denis H.

The elements of style. New York, MacMillan Co. (PB, 85 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh)

1164. Stryker-Rodda, Harriett.

#1165. Stuparich, Geri.
Around the psychogram. Miscellaneous collection of notes and papers. (3-ring binder, reference. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1166. Stuparich, Geri, comp.
Base line. [Notes from various authors.] San Jose, CA, The Author, n.d. (Stapled, variously paginated. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1167. Stuparich, Geri., Dorothy Dorth Hodos and Wyn Goodals.
Dictionary of ‘Basics to Handwriting Analysis’. The Authors, November 1977. (3-hole binder, non-paginated.)

1168. Stuparich, Geri.
Graphic indicators. Miscellaneous collection of notes and papers. (3-ring binder, reference. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1169. Stuparich, Geri, comp.
A key to handwriting analysis. No publication data. (3-hole cover, 77 p., with page 53 missing, gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

1170. Stuparich, Geri, comp.
Miscellaneous notes from various authors on different aspects of graphology. (3-ring binder, reference, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1171. Stuparich, Geri, comp.
Personal pronoun I; miscellaneous notes. (3-ring binder, reference, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1172. Stuparich, Geri.

1173. Stuparich, Geri.

1174. Suerth, Annette M.
Handwriting Analysis in the Measurement of Depression. A thesis submitted to the College Scholars Community of the University of Tennessee. (Plastic spine, 30 p.)

1175. Sull, Michael R.

1176. Sulzer, Max.
Anxiety, repression, inhibition and ennui in graphic expression. (3 hole binder, 54 p.)

1177. Superfisky, Sister Phyllis

1178. Superlearning; how to enjoy stress-free speed learning.... Santa Cruz, CA, Inner Dimension Research Foundation, n.d. (Stapled, 21 p. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1179. Surovell, Harriet.
1180. Szochet, Mel.
Determination of male and female in handwriting. No publication data. (3-hole cover, 28 p. + illus. and charts, In memoriam Geri Stuparich. Copy 2.)

1181. Tanaban, Sid.
The helpless-prone personality and cancer. 1985. (3-hole cover, 42 p., In memoriam Geri Stuparich. Copy 2 gift of Dorth Hodos.)

1182. Tatum, Bette.

1183. Teillard, Ania.*
Attempted analysis of Sigmund Freud's handwriting. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (17 p., Copy 2, gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

1184. Teillard, Ania.
A few aspects of feminine psychology. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (33 p., Copy 2, gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

1185. Teillard, Ania.*
The film stars. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (17 p.)

1186. Teillard, Ania.
Graphological dictionary. Translated by Edward B. O'Neill. (41 p., Copy 2, gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

1187. Teillard, Ania.
Graphology. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (51 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh)

1188. Teillard, Ania.
Graphology and the complexes. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (15 p. Copy 2, trans. by Rudolph S. Hearns, stapled into manila folder, not paginated; In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1189. Teillard, Ania.
Graphology and the complexes. Translated by Rudolph S. Hearns. (Stapled into manila folder, not paginated; In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1190. Teillard, Ania.
Graphology and depth psychology; my graphological method. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (30 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh. Copy 2, gift of Patricia Williams.)

1191. Teillard, Ania.*
Graphology and psychology. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (9 p.), Copy
two, gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

1192. Teillard, Ania.*
Graphology based on analytical psychology. Correspondence course. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (92 p. + illus. Copy 2, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1193. Teillard, Ania.*
Man's essential tendencies. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (17 p.)

1194. Teillard, Ania.*
Roda Wieser; a review. Translated from the French by Edward B. O'Neill. (10 p., gift of Genevieve Walsh, Copy 2, gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

1195. Teillard, Ania.*

“*** above Teillard translated papers assembled in one binder.

1196. Teltscher, Herry O.
Handwriting - The Key to Successful Living. G.P. Putnam’s Son, New York. 1942. HB, 278pg.

1197. Teltscher, Herry O.

1198. Tannenbaum, Samuel A.

1199. Thewlis, Malford W. and Isabelle Clark Swezy.

1200. Thompson, Charlotte Kiser.
Correlation of Adlerian psychology and graphology. AHAF 1984 Convention, Spokane, WA. (Stapled into a manila folder, 16 p., In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1201. Thomson, George L.
1202. Thornton, Tamara Plakins.
1996. (HB and PB, 248 p. Copy 2.)

1203. Thorpe, James.
Letters in manuscript. San Marino, CA, Henry E. Huntington Library, 1964. (Large paper 48 p.,
gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

1204. Thurber, Donald, N.
(Large paper, p.128, Gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

1205. Toomey, Rose LeJoie.
gift of Dorth Hodos , 1991 printing.) (Copy 3, gift of Sandy Logan.)

1206. Torrey, E. Fuller, M.D.
306 p. gift of HARL.)

Experiment with graphotherapy in psychopedagogy. Translated from the French by Edward B.
O’Neill. (82 p., copy two gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

1208. Turner, Diane, and Thelma Greco.
Includes handwriting types based on Mendel. (Small HB, 309 p), signed.

1209. Turner, Dr. Gladys.
I can you can analyze handwriting. The Author, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 1993. (PB, 143 p.)

1210. Uhlin, Donald M.
Art for exceptional children. Dubuque, Iowa, Wm.C. Brown Co.Publishing, 1972. (Large paper,
146 p.,gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos.)

1211. Uris, Norman Burton.
Hodos.

(Pam, 47 p., 2 copies, gift of HARL.)

HARL.)

NOTE: AHAF copy is reprint made by Felix Klein in letter size and without the historical notations or translations in the original, and without note of original source. Volume II is incomplete.


1217. Van Court, Nancy. Profiles - you, too, can be an artist, psychologist, character analyst. New York, B.F. Jay Co., 1942. A very delicate, non-circulating KIT, containing 5 small flip charts, focusing on the forehead, eyes, nose, lips and chin as a means to critique character.

1218. Various Authors “The Analysis” - various authorities on how to write the analysis.

Vars, Emilie de, SEE: de Vars, Emilie


Euphemisms. (Conference held at salon of Madame R. de Salberg, Feb 27, 1905). Translated

1224. Viola, Hugo E.

1225. Von Hagen, Dr. Hugo.

1226. Von Hagen, Hugo.

1227. Waddell, L.A.

1228. Wagner, Edwin E.

1229. Ward, Suzy and Judi Johnson.
Handwriting Indicators of Sexual Abuse. The Authors, First Printing, 1991. (Plastic spine, 50 p., gift of Patricia Williams.)

1230. Ward, Suzy and Judi Johnson.
Handwriting Indicators of Sexual Abuse. The Authors, 2nd Printing, 1992. (Plastic spine, 53 p.)

1231. Warner, Ralph.
Let’s Analyze Your Handwriting. The Esterbrook Pen Company, 1953. (PB, non-paginated.)

The Fascinating Story of Writing. Milford, Conn. No publication data. (PB, non-paginated.)

1233. Watts, Michael.

1234. Watts, Michael.
1235. Weast, Paul.
Forensic document examination. Training course in forensic document examination designed for the private investigator. Anaheim, CA. The author, no date. (Variously paged, gift of Linda Larson)

1236. Welk, Angeline.

1237. Welk, Angeline.

1238. Welk, Angeline.
The silent self; your handwriting, a path to self-advancement. Sedona, AZ, Light Technology Communication Services, 1988. (Pam, 57 p., gift of Marcel B. Matley)

1239. Wellingham-Jones, Patricia.

1240. Wellingham-Jones, Patricia.

1241. Wellingham-Jones, Patricia.

1242. Wellingham-Jones, Patricia.

1243. Wellingham-Jones, Patricia.


1245. Wellingham-Jones, Patricia.
Evaluation of the handwriting of successful women through the Roman-Staempfli psychogram. Reprint from Perceptual And Motor Skill, 69:999-1010, 1989. (Gift of Patricia Wellingham-Jones)
1246. Wellingham-Jones, Patricia.
Humor in health and handwriting. (3 p., gift of author)

1247. Wellingham-Jones, Patricia.

1248. Wellingham-Jones, Patricia.
The mind/body connection; neurophysiological basis for handwriting. 2d ed. Tehama, CA PWJ Publishing, 1989. (2 copies, 52 p., gifts of author)

1249. Wellingham-Jones, Patricia.

1250. Wellingham-Jones, Patricia.
Perceptual and Motor Skills. Columbia Pacific University, 1986. (PB, variously paginated.)

1251. Wellingham-Jones, Patricia.
Successful women; their health and handwriting. Tehama, CA, PWJ Publishing, 1989. (208 p. PB, gift of Patricia Wellingham-Jones; Copy 2, inscribed by author, gift of Lucia Callis, non-circulating.)

1252. Wells, Jean.

1253. Wells, Jean.

1254. Wenck, Ed.D, L. Stanley

1255. Wenzel, Erika M.(KAROHS?)
The Handwriting of a Psychopathic Swindler. The Author, Pebble Beach, California, no publication date. (3-hole cover, variously paginated.)

1256. Werling, Norman.

1257. Werling, Norman.
IGAS Northern California Chapter Spring seminar, n.d. (3-hole cover, 33 p., In memoriam Geri Stuparich. Copy 2.)
1258. Westergaard, Marjorie, comp.

1259. Wherling, Norman.
Spring seminar, IGAS, Northern California Chapter. n.d. (3-hole cover, 33 p. + 3 sheets. In memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1260. Whitchurch, Denzil.

1261. White, Virginia P.
Grants; how to find our about them and what to do next. New York, Plenum Press, 1975. (313 p., gift of Marye Whitfield)

1262. Whiting, Eldene, comp.

1263. Whiting, Eldene.

1264. Whiting, Eldene.

1265. Whiting, Eldene.

1266. Whiting, Eldene and M.A. Cosmo.
Handwriting consultants of San Diego. Vocational evaluation course material. (3-ring binder, 62 p. non-circulating.)

1267. Whiting, Eldene.
Holistic graphology - the whole is greater than the sum of all it’s parts. Santee, CA, The Author, revised 1985. (18 p., paper cover). Gift of author.

1268. Whiting, Eldene and Jean Lowerson.
Honesty. 1978. (18 p., 3 copies, gifts of Genevieve Walsh and Eldene Whiting)

1269. Whiting, Eldene.
How to analyze printing. Santee, CA, The Author, no date. (Plastic slip spine, 11 p. plus illustrations, gift of Patricia Williams.) (also see the Printing Binder Collection)
1270. Whiting, Eldene.  
Potpourri; a collection of short subjects. Contents: Doodle test; The symbol of the self image by Bertha Brown; What makes a good analysis; The ten commandments as graphology sees them; Vocational analysis; Checklist for better analysis; Some do's and don't's in writing. (3-ring, not paginated)

1271. Whiting, Eldene.  
Pressure; the life force in handwriting. The Author, 1989. (PB, 65 p., Copy 2, gift of Eldene Whiting)

1272. Whiting, Eldene.  

1273. Whiting, Eldene et al.  
Professional graphology. [Revision of Charlie Cole's "Handwriting analysis workshops unlimited."] No publication data. (3-hole cover, 129 p. + appendix. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1274. Whiting, Eldene.  

1275. Whiting, Eldene and Peter Blazi.  
Traitmatch; discovering occupational personality through handwriting analysis. The Authors, San Diego, CA, 1977. (HB, gifts of Eldene Whiting; Two copies in plastic spine inscribed by Author, In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1276. Whiting, Eldene and Peter Plazi.  

1277. Whiting, Eldene.  
Vocational Analysis: The Siamese Twins of Graphology. Seminar at Sunnyvale Hilton, California, 1985. (3 hole cover, variously paginated.)

1278. Whiting, Eldene.  
The homosexual. AHAF Convention, 1974, Santee, CA. (12 p., gift of Dorothy Dorth Hodos)

1279. Whiting, Eldene.  

1280. Whiting, Eldene.  
Why the graphologist should study the homosexual personality. Santee., CA, The Author, 1975.
1281. Whiting, Eldene.

1282. Widmer, Ted.

1283. Widmer, Ted.
The printer; a graphological excursion into the psyche of those who print. San Francisco, Machiavellian Pr., 1993. (Plastic Spine, 36 p.)

1284. Willard, Vickie.
Personality and handwriting. 1974. (50 p., gift of Jill Moore. Copy two, gift of Patricia Williams.)

1285. Williams, Hooper A.

1286. Williams, Hooper A.
Handwriting and personality traits; a research concept and proposal. (12 p., gift of author)

1287. Williamson, Doris M.
Character and career. Chicago, IL, IGAS, n.d. (3-hole cover, 39 p. Copy 2. In Memoriam Geri Stuparich.)

1288. Williamson, Doris M. / Antoinette E. Meenach.

1289. Willy, George R.

Windmiller, Erla.
1290. Combining contradictory indicators. Elk Grove, CA. (Plastic clasp, variously paginated.)

1291. Potpourri for graphologists. Elk Grove, CA. (3 hole cover, 11 p.)

1292. Windmiller, Erla.
Handwriting analysis for beginners - discover the secrets hidden in written words. Elk Grove,
CA.  1991.  (3 hole cover,  98 p.)

1293.  Windmiller, Erla.
How to analyze printing.  No publication data.  (3 hole cover, variously paginated.) (This paper is in the the Printing Binder Collection)

1294.  Winnick, Mina R.

1295.  Wisecarver, Judith S.
So you want to be in QD?  From a presentation to the Northern Chapter of IGAS, September 1985.  Walnut Creek, CA, Pentrax, 1985.  (Clamp spine, 10 p.  Copy 2 gift of Dorth Hodos.)

1296.  Wittlich, Dr. Bernhard.
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